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Resumen

La identificación de sistemas dinámicos, como el caso de una aeronave
para el modelado del controlador, es una práctica habitual en ingenieŕıa.
Hoy en d́ıa se usan grandes bases de datos de vuelo para llevarlo a cabo,
datos de túnel de viento o CFD. Sin embargo incluso implicando una gran
cantidad de esfuerzo tanto en lo económico como en lo temporal, la vali-
dación del modelo y por tanto el mismo está restringido a la zona de la
envolvente la cual se han realizado los test de vuelo.
En este Trabajo de Fin de Grado se demuestra cómo simulaciones de-
sacopladas de los datos de vuelo de maniobras completas, tanto lineales
como no lineales, son de gran ayuda en la identificación local del sistema (en
la zona de recolección de datos) y cómo pueden reducir en gran medida los
datos de vuelo necesarios.
Por otra parte se pondrá a prueba un nuevo esquema para la identificación
de sistemas llamado Identificación Global del Sistema. En éste se propo-
nen simulaciones aerodinámicas, basadas en Vortex Lattice Method como
primera aproximación, en las zonas donde no es posible la recolección de
datos de vuelo permitiendo mediante el proceso de identificación de dichas
maniobras sintéticas, la extrapolación del modelo a dicha área.
La validación de las simulaciones en la zona local es realizada mediante los
datos de vuelo para dos aeronaves distintas, y la verificación del esquema
propuesto para la identificación global es realizada mediante extrapolación
en la zona conocida (Es decir, el modelo identificado en un punto de la en-
volvente se corrige para otro mediante las simulaciones) y son verificadas
con los datos de vuelo.
Se propone entonces una primera aproximación al modelado por extrapo-
lación a gran altitud en fases de desarrollo de plataformas HALE.
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Abstract

Identification process of dynamic systems, such as the case of an aircraft
for control tunning, is a common practice in engineering. Nowadays several
flight, wind tunnel or CFD databases are used to carry it out. However, even
involving a great deal of effort both economically and temporally, the vali-
dation of the model and therefore the aplicability of the model is restricted
to the area of the envelope where the flight tests have been gathered.
This final bachelor thesis demonstrates how decoupled simulations of flight
data from complete maneuvers, both linear and nonlinear, are able to sup-
port the local identification of the system, a great help in local system iden-
tification (in the data collection area), and how they can greatly reduce the
amount of required flight data.
On the other hand, a new system identification scheme called Global System
Identification will be tested. Aerodynamic simulations based on the Vortex
Lattice Method are proposed as the first approach in areas where flight data
collection is not possible, allowing the extrapolation of the model to that
area building correction factors. The validation of the simulations in the
local area is carried out using the flight data from two different aircraft, and
verification of the proposed scheme for global identification is performed by
extrapolation in the known zone (ie, the model identified at a point of the
envelope is corrected for another by the simulations (which in this case also
exist flight data) and are verified with the flight data.
A first approach for modeling by extrapolation at high altitude is proposed,
in the development phases of HALE platforms.
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Nomenclature

Variables

S, c, b = Aircraft wing area, Mean
aerodynamic chord and span.
m = Aircraft mass.
I = Inertia tensor.
ρ = Air density.
V = Aerodynamic velocity in wind
reference frame.
p, q, r = Angular velocities in body
axes.
u, v, w = Vehicle velocity in body
axes respect earth.
xN , yE , zD = Aircraft position in
NED reference frame.
φ, θ, ψ = Attitude Euler angles.
rpm, n = Propeller velocity in revo-
lutions per minute.
Ω = Propeller velocity in radians per
second.
X,Y, Z = Aerodynamic forces in
body axes.
L,M,N = Aerodynamic moments in
body axes.
δ = Controls surface deflection.
C = Derivative or coefficient value.
t = Time variable.
dt = Time step.
J = Advance ratio for propeller.
d = Propeller diameter.
h = Altitud from geoid WGS84.
W = Aircraft weight.
α, β = Aerodynamic AoA and
sideslip.

λ = Matrix eigenvalues.
χ = Damping ratio.
ω = Natural frequency.
T = Period.
Re = Reynolds number.

Vectors

M = Overall moments in body axes.
F = Overall forces in body axes.
Ω = Angular velocity of a rigid body.
X = States vector in a linear system.
U = Imput vector in a linear system.
Y = Output for a linear system.

Matrices

T = Rotation matrix.
A,B,G,C,D = Matrices for a linear
system.

Subscripts and super-
scripts

I = Inertial reference frame.
C = Earth fixed reference frame.
E = Vehicle carried reference frame
(NED).
b = Body fixed reference frame.
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s = Stability reference frame.
a = Aerodynamic measurement or
related to aileron.
G = Geocentric.
cm = Center of mass.
ext = Exterior forces or moments.
P = Propulsive related.
A = Aerodynamic related.
o = Initial condition.
m = Measured variable.
e = Estimated variable or related to
elevator.
w = Wind measurement in body
axes.
t = Related to throttle.
r = Related to rudder.

Symbols

u̇ = Derivated respect time.
q̄ = Non dimensional value.
x′, x′′ = Intermediate result.
∆w = Variation or correction from
initial value.
i = Imaginary unit.
[ ] = Bibliography reference.
( ) = Internal reference.
Î = Manipulated variable defined in
the document.

Acronyms and Abbrevi-
ations

CFD = Computer Fluid Dynamics.
HAPS = High-Altitude Pseudo-
Satellites.
HALE = High-Altitude Long-
Endurance.
DLR = German Aerospace Center.
UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.
VLM = Vortex Lattice Method.

PM = Panels Method.
WGS84 = World Geodetic System.
NASA = National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
DC = Direct current.
IS = International system unit.
SI = System Identification.
LAN = Local Area network.
AVL = Athena Vortex Lattice.
MIT = Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
TAS = True Airspeed.
TECS = Total Energy Control Sys-
tem.
NACA = National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.
EASA = European Aviation Safety
Agency.
FAA = Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration.
JAA = Joint Aviation Authorities.
ISA = International Standard Atmo-
sphere.
AoA = Angle of attack.
EOM = Equations of Motion.
GPS = Global Positioning System.
IMU = Inertial Measurement Unit.
AHRS = Attitude and Heading Ref-
erence System.
VRU = Vertical Reference Unit.
LTI = Linear Time-Invariant system.
PH = Phugoid mode.
SP = Short period mode.
RS = Roll Subsidence mode.
DR = Dutch Roll mode.
S = Spiral mode.
N/RMSE = Normalized/ Root Mean
Square Error.
N/MAE = Normalized/ Mean Abso-
lute Error.
GOF = Goodness Of Fit cofficient.
TIC = Theil’s Inequality Coefficient.
R2 = R-squared coefficient.
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Introduction

Global project

Currently Flying Robots Group at Institute of Robotics and Mechatron-
ics (DLR) in close cooperation with Elektra UAS GmbH and SolarXplorers
SA (Solarstratos project) is focused on fixed-wing solar electrical platforms
prone of perpetually flying in stratosphere. These platforms called high al-
titude pseduo satellites (HAPS) or high altitude long endurance unmanned
aerial vehicles (HALE-UAV) have a wide range of applications ranging from
mobile communication networks to long term observations and environmen-
tal measurements.
Aircraft system identification for such solar electrical platforms as a second
approach at low altitude is currently underway by two step method 1.
However, it is not feasible to perform high altitude flight test in initial phases
where there are many complex uncertainities. According to this it is necce-
sary to validate for control tunning the aerodynamic simulations for maneu-
vers in those areas of the flight envelope where flight test for control gains
tunning is not feasible in early stages.

HALE modelling

Low altitude High altitude

First approach: First approach*:
Linear geometry based model. Global system identification (VLM).

Second approach*: Second approach:
Linear system identification. Global system identification (CFD)

Table 1: Current status of the modelling project (*).

1This method is an equation error method in time domain where forces and moments
are reconstructed from flight data and aerodynamic derivatives are identified by applying
least squares method on reconstructed forces and moments
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Objective and scope

The main objective is to develop flight dynamic models for control synthesis
of HALE platforms offline. Previously, flying robots group has used lin-
earized low fidelity, geometry based approach for modeling of such aircrafts
[7]. Thus, large discrepancies have been found between the developed flight
dynamics model and the flight test data at low altitude which led to tuning
of controller gains in flight. However, such in-flight tuning is time consum-
ing and often results in high risk for safety especially in the stratosphere.
Therefore, the flight dynamic model with sufficient fidelity to be used in
synthesis of control algorithms for reducing the time and safety related risk
in in-flight tuning have been set as the objectives of our work (1).

Computer fluid dynamics simulations or wind tunnel test of the complete
flight envelope is not feasible in time and cost. However, use of open-source
aerodynamic modelling tools based in geometry together with numerical
integration to simulate complete maneuvers, is a feasible solution in terms
of time, and is prone to validate with flight data test and identified low
altitude model. Using system identification, it is possible to build up a
rough database for high altitude solar flights.

Moreover, this data is one option to identify the dynamic model via
incremental model update (1) in those areas where flight test is not safe
without having a satisfactory controller available in a initial approach. So
effectively the simulation will be marked by the requirements of entry in this
scheme.

Figure 1: Incremental model update scheme. Adapted from [1]

This proposed scheme involves modelling of correction factors in states
by combining available flight test data and aerodynamic database where the

x
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functional dependencies are mapped through the polynomial expressions.
The validation and correction of the aerodynamic database is carried out
when we create the correction model for the points in the envelope where
we have flight test data in function of this discrepances usually named snap-
shots2 and we know the behaviour of the model throught these snapshots in
the unknown region3. This approach will be verified at low altitude to be
able to be applied at high altitude where the validation is complicated.

Background and motivation

Solar-powered platforms exhibit a huge potential for high altitude and long
endurance flights because of the unlimited supply of solar power even more
usable at high altitude, above the atmospheric flight region and below the
spacecraft flight region (approximately 20–100 km). They can fly continu-
ously during a long time, or even perpetually, depending on the reliability of
the airplane system and sun conditions. Furthermore those can operate as
complements to low-altitude satellites with a less cost and facility to make
repairs after a landing or can also function as alternative to high-altitude
balloons and airships because of the maneuverability. But most difficult ap-
proach is to achieve a high altitude with low available energy. Atmospheric
density at 20 km is less than ten percent of such at sea level, and thus, avail-
able dynamic pressure to lift an airplane is minimal and is compensated with
high velocities. The energy provided by the propeller is smaller than at low
altitude aircraft because the lack in density. however the energy provided
by the sun at such altitudes encourage the reachment of these tasks.
Since the first solar powered flight Sunrise wich was designed to reach great
heights in 1974, the race to achieve this challenge and to do it in a safe,
autonomous and efficient way is continuing nowadays. Unfortunately the
necessary control technology was not available yet for them.
In the United States in the early 1980s were being developed different solar-
powered airplanes. It was not until in 1995 the ERAST project founded by
NASA reached high altitude (15 km) with the platform Pathfinder with 30
meters of span. In the same project, the Helios with a chord of 12.5 meter
and 75.3 of span, reaches the goal to fly at 30 km but unfortunatly crashes
during a flight test.
The Zephyr 2 project was born in 2001 to break the world altitude record.
The Zephyr 7 is the latest airplane created in the project in July 2010 and
set a new record for flight time length by flying for 14 days. Airbus adquired
the project and in 2014 announced the Zephyr 8 program to develop a new

2Snapshot is usually named to vector or variables that changes the behaviour for a
physical phenomenan in system identification

3Keep unknown region like those areas in the flight envelope where is not available
flight test data, in terms of time (other trim point al low altitude) or safety (high flight
envelope)
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HALE UAS.
In parallel, the Solar Impulse Project born in 2004 and in 2008 built the first
prototype with more than 60 meters of span and an ultralight mass. And
just eleven years after becomes the first solar-powered aircraft to reach a in-
tercontinental flight, between Switzerland and Morocco. In 2015 it reaches
the First Round-The-World Solar Flight, powered only by the sun.
Nowadays many startups and big companies are interested in the topic, thus
many projects are yet classified. It is hope that in the next years this type
of aircrafts will be operational.

Avaiable platforms

Elektra 2 is a solar, two seated airplane designed to reach the stratospheric
flight, with 25 m. span and 2 kW as operational consumption. Nowadays
is in a prototype phase. For security and practicality the methods will be
done for two platforms, since the data from the HALE platform Elektra 2
is not available yet. These aircraft are described below. Another advantage
is that the methods will be tested in duplicate with different environments
or platforms.

Figure 2: Elektra 2 first flight (05/05/17).
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Penguin BE UAV

This electric fixed wing UAV of the company UAV Factory [8] is being
used by the group to develop advanced controllers and moving platform
landing. Such platform is ready for payload and autopilot integration and
propelled by a geared brushless DC motor and a 19x11 inch propeller in push
configuration. Since it is easier to carry out flight tests with this aircraft
than with the ultralight one, it will be used to develop the simulations until
the elektra 1 data is available.

Figure 3: Penguin landing in a moving car. (DLR magazine 129/130) [2]

Penguin UAV configuration

Parameter SI Magnitude

Mass 18 [kg]

Span 3.3 [m]

Reference Surface 0.84 [m2]

Mean aerodynamic chord 0.27 [m]

Cruise Velocity (aprox.) 22 [m/s]

Stall Velocity (20 kg configuration) 18 [m/s]

Never Exceeds Velocity 35 [m/s]

Table 2: Penguin UAV configuration parameters

Regarding control surfaces, the UAV has a special feature that is the in-
verted V tail (commonly named ruddervator), that with fewer surfaces than
a conventional tail, the V-tail is lighter, has less wetted surface area, yielding
thus less induced and parasite drag. Completing the moment control and
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high lift devices, other control surfaces are available named flaperons, where
the difference in deflection between wings is the aileron deflection, and the
difference with wing line is flap deflection. For this reason either surfaces
have autonomous movement.

Elektra 1 MELDN

Elektra 1 is a single ultralight, solar powered composite aircraft developed
by Elektra Solar GmbH spin-off from DLR institute and a merger of PC-
Aero & Elektra UAS [3] (4). Elektra One Solar flies as first electric-solar
aircraft over the Alps in both directions with less than 18 kWh energy.

Figure 4: Elektra 1 Solar in flight. [3]

The main parameters of Elektra 1 are:

xiv
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Elektra 1 configuration

Parameter SI Magnitude

Mass 300 [kg]

Span 13 [m]

Reference Surface 10 [m2]

Mean aerodynamic chord 0.81 [m]

Cruise Velocity 30 [m/s]

Stall Velocity (300 kg configuration) 16 [m/s]

Never Exceeds Velocity 40 [m/s]

Table 3: Elektra 1 Solar configuration parameters

The airplane have the traditional control surfaces: Ailerons, Flaps, Ele-
vator and Rudder. The propulsion is provided by an electric motor driving
a propeller that in cruise flight provides approximately 4 kW. The more
than 6 square meter solar cells on the wing surface provide about half of the
energy needed in climb flight.

Wireless LAN is used for communication with the ground station. The
software for the real time computer is automatically generated from the
environment MATLAB/Simulink R© through auto-code generation.

Outline

Along first chapter, a non linear simulation environment has been developed
based on the Vortex Lattice Method. The tool can be found in detail in Ap-
pendix. The functions are written in MATLAB R© easily to be extrapolated
into other languages.
In the second chapter, an a priori analysis of the aircraft and flight me-
chanics is done. Since the models for flight tunning are needed linear, the
linearization problem is explained. A good knowledge of the linearization
of the problem is necessary to understand the simplifications and risks that
it entails itself. Then a method to build up a linear model automatically
in function of differents parameters and a apriori analysis of the dynamics
based in eigenmodes is done.
In order to know qualitatively how the dynamics of the airplane varies along
altitude, the linear system has been mapped and analyzed up to ceiling,
which could be a first step for HALE high altitude dynamics modelling. It
is also done in the velocity range.
In chapter three an overview of data gathering and flight methodology is
explained as well as the compatibility check of flight data via reconstruction
of forces and moments.
The validation of the simulations is done with flight test data, the signal
treatment to validate the simulations is also done. A statistical analysis
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based in fitting indicators like goodness of fit for both timeseries is done.
Then the residual analysis is done qualitatively and the linearization error
calculated. To finalize the conclusions of global identification via nonlinear
simulation and the validity of the scheme is discussed.
In apendices can be found the theoretical building of equations of motion
for an aircraft, numerical methods used as well as the code implemented.
Also an appendix intended to complement in a practical way the not very
abundant documentation for AVL software.
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Simulation of High-Altitude Long-Endurance platforms in Global System
Identification

Chapter 1

Non-linear and variable
coefficients system simulation

In order to simulate complete maneuvers at flight envelope areas where
we are not capable to fly without having a model to control synthesis and
support system identification, it has been created a non linear dynamic sim-
ulation environment. Large differences between the linear and non linear
results appeared along high dynamic flight trajectories such as high angle
of attack or angular velocities trajectories [9]. For example even if the lin-
ear model predicts a stable motion, with the coupled dynamics can appears
large discrepancies. This is due that to get a constant coefficient linear
model differents simplifications are needed.
The first step modelling a system is to know the laws or theories that govern
the behavior that the system. Then the variables of the system will be se-
lected and the model adapted for the use. The dynamic model of an airplane
is a very treated and defined topic, although not simple. The reference [4]
has been found a well guide for flight dynamics theory and the lecture notes
of MIT [10] offers practical guidelines of all theory concerning this work.

The equations of the motion of an aircraft even with the assumptions
mentioned in Appendix (5.2) may be used in several different ways. For
example it use in energy balance [11], what is being used in the group to
perform TECS controller (Total Energy Control System).
In a common simulation, the control surface deflections, throttle or environ-
ment events are defined time variant and the response of the aircraft defined
principally by geometry or identified model is then calculated in terms of
states even forces and moments. However for this it is necessary as reliable
as needed models of the aircraft which always have uncertainties.

This tool is based on the aircraft geometry, inertia data and non linear
rigid body equations of motion as we can see in the next graph. An at-
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mosphere model is added based on the standard atmosphere and constant
wind, as well as a propulsion model based on the manufacturer look up
tables. The geometry models are improved by modelling also the fuselage.
The flow solver is a vortex lattice method, exactly AVL (Athena Vortex
Lattice) because it is the solver recommended by the group.

Figure 1.1: Simulation of maneuvers via integration scheme.
Note that the wind is identified in flight test data as a constant, and the
AVL block is a constant nonlinear system but time variant. The Integration
of EOM block is a Runge Kutta method. The propulsion model is based on
the look-up tables and Euler integration for propeller speed.

Initializing the scheme by initial states and control imputs, the aero-
dynamic solver is called to get forces and moments related to this states.
The propulsion model generate propulsive forces for such states. Then, the
forces, moments and states are implement in equations of the motion and
integrated, in order to generate the states after a chosen time.

The general procedure is usually to estimate the derivatives of stability
for any state, in order to reconstruct forces and moments given states. The
advantage of solving the flow and obtaining the derivatives at each point
(non constant coefficients system) is that those derivatives actually change
with the current states. Therefore they will be more precise than if we as-
sume them constant.
There are available in the literature many simulation environments devel-
oped in Simulink R©. The scheme proposed is developed in MATLAB R© since
it is easier to create interfaces with other programs, taking into account the
future application to more complex flow solvers.
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CHAPTER 1. NON-LINEAR AND VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS
SYSTEM SIMULATION

1.1 Aerodynamic solver: Vortex Lattice Method

The software AVL is a free geometry based aerodynamic solver developed
by MIT [12]. It employs an extended vortex lattice model for the lifting sur-
faces, together with a slender-body model for fuselages and nacelles. Athena
Vortex Lattice was the recommended software to solve the flow around the
aircraft because it has been used previously by the group.
The geometry of the aircraft is defined in an ’XXX.avl’ file. In this file the
surfaces are defined by different sections throughout the span, such sections
are defined by a director vector and foil and such foils are defined point a
point or via normalized foil like NACA series. Since potential flow theory
is not able to predict drag forces, the polar curve is defined by three points
for each foil, extracted from XFOIL software and the parasite drag for the
complete aircraft is estimated by correlations for similar platforms as it can
see in [13]. The body is defined by the xz plane section. The solver allows
different ways of specifying the geometry, so this is just an example. Note
that XFLR is able to export geometry and mass to avl files, but a verifi-
cation and rearrange is necessary after this. Finally, the geometry file has
been created manually from plane planes and inertial data.
The mass properties of the aircraft is defined in ’XXX.mass’, via mass and
inertia matrix. The inertia matrix has been calculated empirically. Points
of masses are added for mounted devices in each flight configuration and the
inertia tensor uploaded using the direct conversion XFLR5-AVL.

Figure 1.2: Penguin geometry file representation in AVL.
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1.2. PROPULSION MODEL

Figure 1.3: Elektra geometry file representation in AVL.

The number of panels is usually constant for all simulations. This has
been chosen as reference for the design speed, and has been increasing until
the differences between solutions have been considered negligible. Finally
the time to simulate the flow for one combination of controls surfaces de-
flections and velocity around the planes is aproximately 30 s. for Penguin
and 10 s. for Elektra.
In the code AVL is called many times: To calculate the trim conditions via
iterative loop and calculate forces and moments given states in each point
of the simulation. Both interfaces examples are in the Apendix (5.2) for
Elektra.
In Appendix (5.2) can be found more information about the solver, typical
errors and runcase examples since the documentation of the solver is found
not sufficient.

1.2 Propulsion model

The propulsion is modelled by a function with velocity, propeller rotation
speed, throttle, density and timestep as input parameters. The function
provides forces and moments from propulsion and the change in the speed
of rotation for the given timestep via lookup tables. This tables are pro-
vided by the motor manufacturer and is verified for Penguin. In the case
of elektra are only estimated. The equations that govern the model are ex-
tracted from reference [14]. The configuration file for propulsion model is
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CHAPTER 1. NON-LINEAR AND VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS
SYSTEM SIMULATION

defined by parameters like moment of inertia and diameter of the propeller,
three lookup tables (Coefficient of thrust and required power in function of
rotation speed and advance ratio, provided power in function of throttle).1

Figure 1.4: Inputs and outputs in the propulsive model.

The advance ratio J is actually extended in use in propeller modelling
more even when using non-dimensional coefficients. As it shown below is
the ratio of the freestream fluid speed V to the propeller tip speed.

J =
V

nd
(1.1)

Once the advance ratio has been calculated, it is used the lookup tables
below to calculate the coefficients of thrust and power using spline interpo-
lation, and then is dimensionalized by density, velocity and diameter. Note
that the range of rotational velocity is 1000− 11000 r.p.m..

1The power to support the propeller movement is called in this thesis power required,
and the one that gives the engine is called power available.
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1.2. PROPULSION MODEL

Figure 1.5: Thrust and power lookup tables for Penguin and typical inter-
polation.

T = CTρn
2d4 (1.2)

P = CPρn
3d5 (1.3)

The power that the motor provides is given by the last lookup table
throughout the throttle. The torques associated to the moments are ob-
tained by dividing by the angular velocity. Finally the change in angular
velocity is linearly dependent to the over torqued provided by engine di-
vided by the moments of inertia. The equation is solved by the simplest
Euler method. The body force in nose direction is the thrust and the mo-
ment in the same direction is the difference in torques. The function is
included in Appendix (5.2).
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SYSTEM SIMULATION

ω̇ =
Pm
ω −

Pp
ω

Jm + Jp
(1.4)

1.3 Initialization and input construction

Since elevator and AoA initial magnitudes from flight test do not represent
a trim point in the simulation, the initial condition is given by the velocity
from flight test and tuned to get a trim point in simulation. The initial
AoA αo and elevator deflection δeo is given by the AVL trim function that is
analyzed in the next chapter. Whith this AoA it is performed the z velocity
and elevation angle. The initial position in NED frame, propeller velocity
and yaw angle magnitudes are from flight test. The velocity respect ground
and aerodynamic velocity are from flight test too, and if big discrepancies
are showed, a constant and horizontal wind is estimated as it is going to be
explained in the next chapter. For a proper simulation is necessary that the
real maneuver starts at trim point.

uo = From flight data vo = 0

wo = tanαoVo po = 0

qo = 0 ro = 0

φo = 0 θo = αo

ψo = From flight data ho = From flight data

xo = From flight data yo = From flight data

zo = From flight data Vo = From flight data

Ωo = From flight data δa = 0

δe = FT and AVL offset to trim δr = 0

δt = FT and AVL offset to trim αo = From AVL to trim

uw = Identified from flight data

Once it has the initial condition, to perform the simulation as a initial value
problem is necessary to fix the control and wind timeseries for the whole
simulation. The control inputs to the simulation are modified to fit the ini-
tial condition but maintaining the shape of the control timeseries as it can
see below.
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1.4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND INTEGRATION

Figure 1.6: Example of control timeserie offset.

This discrepancy provides mainly in Elektra from the trim small flap,
that is a small part of the elevator that is perpetually deflected to get the
trim and we have not modelled.

1.4 Equations of motion and integration

The equations of the motion of an aircraft are based on the assumptions
derived in the appendix (5.2).

1. Constant mass, rigid body: Since electrical aircrafts are used, the
assumption of constant mass does not lead to any discrepancy.

2. Constant and symmetric inertia matrix: The aircraft have a geometry
and mass symmetry plane xbzb and constant mass.

3. Non rotating earth (E=I): The coriolis acceleration is negligible. Large
errors are introduced only if the time-span of the motion is large (in
the order of hours).

4. Flat earth: If the distance traveled during the study case is small,
then the curvature of the Earth will not play an important role in the
changes of vehicle state. It is assumed that the maneuvers are short
in time and range.
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5. The resultant thrust vector lies in the symmetry plane and thus only
affects the aerodynamic forces X,Z and the aerodynamic moment M .

The rigid body assumption is wide accepted in general aircraft modelling.
Nevertheless HALE platforms have a high aspect ratio and the effect of the
deformations in the wings are not negligible for high velocities. In the case
of Elektra 2, it is accepted that the deformations effects are not relevant for
control synthesis. In reference [15] is showed for a similar platform the main
differences in dynamics between the rigid body and aerolastic models.

Since the equations of the motion that are going to be used are non linear,
in most cases only a numerical integration to solve them is possible. As we
said Runge Kutta method is chosen for the derived equations of the motion
in Appendix (5.2). Beyond the six-state linear model, a state vector is used
for the nonlinear simulation, including aerodynamic velocity, NED position,
altitude and propeller velocity. Then X = [Va u v w p q r φ θ ψ h x y z Ω]
and controls U = [δe δa δr δt].

Non-linear equations of the motion

The non linear equations of the motion derived in Apendix (5.2) are rear-
ranged and used for simulations. The set of dependent governing equations
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1.4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND INTEGRATION

are presented as:

u̇ =
Fx

m
− g sin(θ) + rv − qw (1.5)

v̇ =
Fy

m
+ g cos(θ) sin(φ) + pw − ru (1.6)

ẇ =
Fz

m
+ g cos(θ) cos(φ) + qu− pv (1.7)

ṗ =
Izz
I∗
Mx +

Ixz
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)Ixz
I∗

pq +
(Iyy − Izz)Izz − I2xz

I∗
qr

(1.8)

q̇ =
My

Iyy
+
Ixz
Iyy

(r2 − p2) +
Izz − Ixx
Iyy

pr (1.9)

ṙ =
Ixz
I∗
Mx +

Ixx
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy)Ixx + I2xz
I∗

pq +
(−Ixx + Iyy − Izz)Ixz

I∗
qr

(1.10)

φ̇ = p+ sinφ tan θq + cosφ tan θr (1.11)

θ̇ = cosφq − sinφr (1.12)

ψ̇ =
sinφ

cos θ
q +

cosφ

cos θ
r (1.13)

ḣ = (cos(θ) cos(ψ))u+ (− cos(φ) sin(ψ) + sin(φ) sin(θ) cos(ψ))v

+(sin(φ) sin(ψ) + cos(φ) sin(θ) cos(ψ))w (1.14)

ẋ = (cos(θ) sin(ψ))u+ (cos(φ) cos(ψ) + sin(φ) sin(θ) sin(ψ))v

+(− sin(φ) cos(ψ) + cos(φ) sin(θ) sin(ψ))w (1.15)

ẏ = (− sin(θ))u+ (sin(φ) cos(θ))v + (cos(φ) cos(θ))w (1.16)

ż = −ḣ (1.17)

Ω̇ = Function (1.18)

V̇ = u̇ (1.19)

Where I∗ = IxxIzz − I2xz and the forces and moments involved are from
aerodynamic and propulsion.

In the logs it has been seen that the times that there has been a consider-
able wind was approximately constant. For this reason it have added to the
model the possibility of simulate a constant and symmetrical wind, which it
will be identified in the flight test in NED reference frame and added as a
constant to the aerodynamic velocity throughout the simulation. Then the
model is able to be compared better with the flight data.
The nonlinear equations of the motion are coupled, but at each point (com-
bination of states and controls) a constant coefficient system is obtained.
Therefore the simulation procedure is such that the derived variables are
calculated in each point as a function of the states, controls and derivatives
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obtained by AVL (analogous to the matrices A and B in a linear system 2)
and are integrated with the Runge Kutta method as we can see in the above
equations. It can see the method implemented in the Apendix (5.2).

The time step is chosen taking into account that the simulations will be
verified with flight data. Therefore it makes no sense to have a smaller time
step than such of sampling the flight test data. The sampling rate is 50Hz.
for Elektra and 25Hz. For Penguin, respectively dt = 0.02s. and dt = 0.04.
It is planned to increase the frequency of the UAV.
About computing time, the time to integration is neglibible with respect to
the flow solver time as it shows differents stopwatch times during simulation.
The computation time ratios for the chosed timestep are: 2

t̄elek = 500 t̄peng = 750 (1.20)

For the timestep in integration, it has been simulated differents timesteps for
the same simulations. The results show that increasing the timestep more
than the sampling time does not give more accurate results. Even is possible
to multiply the timestep by 4 for both platforms, but for the simulations
identification is proper to have the same timestep.
A review of the implementation and toolbox is given below.

2The computation time ratio is defined by the ratio between time necessary to compute
or wall-clock time by duration of the simulated maneuver.
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Tool box E1 Nonlinear (1)

file key Remarks

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION AVL Elektra.m Main file This script simulate a complete maneuver
for Elektra via nonlinear EOM and AVL, and compares it with the actual

analog maneuver of the flight test. The model is variable with states.
The initial condition is from flight test tuned to get a trim point at

the first in the simulation by iterative process. Constant wind assumed.
The file of postprocessed measured data to perform validation is input

manually. Is allowed to select a default timestep (same as in flight)
or a bigger one, multiple of this.

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION MOD Elektra.m Main file This script simulate a complete maneuver
for Elektra via linear identified system, and compares it with the actual
analog maneuver of the flight test. The initial condition is from flight

test tuned to get a trim point at the first in the simulation by iterative
process. Constant wind assumed.

avl de trim.m Interface Write in one runcase file (trimintermediate.run) the variables aerodynamic
velocity, elevation angle and density to calculate an equilibrium point.

Then run the runcase in AVL by console and read elevator deflection and
angle of attack to trim from AVL output (trimfile).

trimintermediate.run Runcase See avl de trim.m. This AVL input is ran one time in each maneuver simulation.

trimforces VLM output See avl de trim.m. This AVL output contains information about trim
point, forces and moments.

avl matlab int.m Interface This function writes the selected runcase (Control deflections and states)
in a file (Intermediate.run) and the commands to run a normal calculation.

Then run it in AVL by console and read the desired forces and moments from
the AVL output (forces). Since this is the most time consuming process the death

time is given to control the simulation.

Intermediate.run Runcase See avl matrices.m. This file is created in all the points
simulated in the maneuver.

Table 1.1: Elektra non linear simulation tool box (see Appendix 5.2)



Tool box E1 Nonlinear (2)

file key Remarks

forces VLM output This file contains information about the runcase and forces calculation in body axes).

MELN fuselage.avl Geometry file Definition of the aircraft geometry by edges and foils data (calin1.dat and NACA foil),
control surfaces and number of panels. Body is defined by cross sections diameters and position.

calin1.dat Foil definition See MELN fuselage.avl.

Prop FM.dat Propulsion model This function provides the forces and moments in body axes and the next
propeller velocity produced by propeller given current values of throttle, aerodynamic velocity,

propeller velocity, density and timestep.

e1cfg FE1.mat Configuration file Contains basic information like current center of gravity, inertia.

atmosisa.m Function Compute air properties at the given altitude based on the standard atmosphere.

avl.exe Flow solver AVL executable.

integrate rk4.m Numerical integrator Compute next states given a nonlinear system and current states.

calc f2.m EOM calculator Compute derivatives states by non linear equations of the motion and current states.

TEb.m Function Rotates a vector in body frame to NED frame.

Table 1.2: Elektra non linear simulation tool box (see Appendix (5.2))





Simulation of High-Altitude Long-Endurance platforms in Global System
Identification

Chapter 2

A priori simulation

Before the final simulation tool, it has been studied the dynamics of the
system. This is advantageous both for flight test data gathering and local
identification. To flight in the maximum envelope possible in order to get
data at different points is neccesary to know a priori the points where the
plane is capable to fly in a safe way. More far, system identification is an
equation error optimization. To ensure that the solution found is the so-
lution that minimizes the overall error (global minimum) and not a local
one, the identification process is started with an a priori linear model. To
perform the theoretical aircraft dynamics it will be analyzed the static and
dynamic stability, in order to extract the dynamic modes wich are used to
excitate the aircraft in the simulation and as a guide to flight test data
gathering. However, the modes extraction is only possible with a linearized
aircraft dynamics, and it is named ’a priori’ since proper simulations will be
performed with more accurate non-linear dynamics.

Fx = −W sin θ +X = m(u̇+ qw − rv) (2.1)

Fy = W cos θ sinφ+ Y = m(v̇ + ru− pw)

Fz = W cos θ cosφ+ Z = m(ẇ + pv − qu)

Mx = L = Ixxṗ+ (Izz − Iyy)qr − Ixz(ṙ + pq)

My = M = Iyy q̇ + (Ixx − Izz)rp+ Ixz(p
2 − r2)

Mz = N = Izz ṙ + (Iyy − Ixx)pq − Ixz(ṗ− rq)
φ̇ = p+ q sinφ tan θ + r cosφ tan θ

θ̇ = q cosφ− r sinφ

ψ̇ = q
sinφ

cos θ
+ r

cosφ

cos θ
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2.1. LINEARIZATION OF THE PROBLEM

12

2.1 Linearization of the problem

Indeed for the proposed analysis a linearized model is required, which leads
to different inaccuracies to take into account. Next it will be derived the
linearized model step by step collecting all the hypotheses, since this process
will not be done only once, but every time we linearize in another point and
it is necessary to know it thoroughly.

2.1.1 Linearization about an arbitrary flight condition in ar-
bitrary body-fixed reference frame

The generalized use of the equations of the motion derived in Appendix 5.2
and used in chapter 1 are valid for the whole range of variables. Nowadays
linear models are needed for the design of controllers and other tasks in
engineering, and the linearization of the problem is required at the points
selected for controller. It is also boils down a simplification the mechanics
of flight by separating longitudinal and lateral movement and get dynamic
modes. A steady state flight condition is usually chosen for the lineariza-
tion and characteristic modes are described by the impulse response of the
aircraft and are completely determined by the eigenvalues of the system.

Indeed linearizing the equations for multiple flight conditions gives us
insight into the variation of the aircraft characteristics, actually quite com-
plicated.Therefore sometimes carries huge dangers the assumptions of lin-
earization around one point in aircraft dynamics. The principle of small
deviations from a chosen reference condition is the main assumption, (see
section 2.2), but it cannot ensure that the linearization error is small in
highly nonlinear dynamics such as large angles of attack or Mach. Fortu-
nately this will not be the case at any point and it will make sure of it.

1Note that X,Y,Z are all the rest forces different to mass forces (engine, aerodynam-
ics...)

2Forces and moments are in body axes
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Figure 2.1: Linearizations around a point and trayectory [4]

Linearization of a function about a point is carried out expanding the
function in a Taylor series and neglecting non-linear terms. Let’s use a
general differentiable function where an arbitrary number of outputs are in
function of arbitrary number of states. Below the matrix Xo = [x1...xn]
denotes an arbitrary set of states about which linearization is performed,.

Y = f(X)

Y = f(Xo) + f ′x1(Xo)∆x1 + f ′x2(Xo)∆x2 + ...+ f ′xn(Xo)∆xn

Then the variables will be defined as deviatory mangitudes from the refer-
ence set of states. In fact the system accuracy will increase as smaller is
∆X.

Y = Yo + ∆Y

X = Xo + ∆X

Xo = [uo vo wo po qo ro]

Linealizing the problem means linearizing all the equations, all the vari-
ables and boundary conditions if is the case.
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States linearization

In the way which we have derived the equations of the motion in Appendix
5.2 the dependencies of the states are well defined. Taylor expansion around
Xo has been applied and neglected the non-linear terms of the expansion.
Also small terms like cuadratic deviations.

Fx = f(u̇, v, w, q, r) (2.2)

Fy = f(v̇, u, w, p, r)

Fz = f(ẇ, u, v, p, q)

Mx = f(ṗ, ṙ, p, q, r)

My = f(q̇, p, r)

Mz = f(ṗ, ṙ, p, q, r)

Once it has the dependencies defined it can be defined the state vector, and
the linearized equations of the motion for a rigid body linearized have the
following form.

Fx = m(u̇o + qowo − rovo) (2.3)

+m(∆u̇− ro∆v + qo∆w + wo∆q − vo∆r)
Fy = m(v̇o + rouo − powo)

+m(∆v̇ + ro∆u− po∆w − wo∆p+ uo∆r)

Fz = m(ẇo + povo − qouo)
+m(∆ẇ − qo∆u+ po∆v − vo∆p− uo∆q)

Mx = Ixxṗo + (Ixx − Iyy)qoro − Ixz(ṙo + poqo) + Ixx∆ṗ− Ixz∆ṙ
− Ixzqo∆p+ [(Izz − Iyy)ro − Ixzpo]∆q + (Izz − Iyy)qo∆r

My = Iyy q̇o + (Ixx − Izz)poro + Ixz(p
2
o − r2o) + Iyy∆q̇

+ [(Ixx − Izz)ro + Ixzpo)]∆p+ [(Ixx − Izz)po + Ixzro]∆r

Mz = Izz ṙo + (Iyy − Ixx)poqo − Ixz(ṗo − qoro)− Ixz∆ṗ
+ Izz∆ṙ + (Iyy − Ixx)qo∆p+ [(Iyy − Ixx)po + Ixzro]∆q + Ixzqo∆r

From these equations are not difficult to realign in order to get a func-
tion of states like Ẋ = f(Xo,Uo,∆X,∆U), since all the variables with
subscript o are known and constant, and forces and moments are calculated
in function of deviatory states and the inputs by other relations. This linear
representation will be described in next sections, let focus in the lineariza-
tion of the equations first. Remember that these linearized equations as the
non linear derived in appendices, are yet valid for any rigid body.
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Forces and moments linearization

Aerodynamic forces and moments are all dependent on the entire history of
the aircraft state in time, in a linearized model, this means the derivatives
for all orders. For example the lift is dependent of the entire wake, in
other words the lift in all the past points. Lets assume that the forces and
moments are functions of the components of the motion and control surface
deflections, neglecting the time dependency.
A few exceptions are the derivatives CYv̇, CNv̇, CZẇ and CMẇ which are
by far the most important [4]. Subsequently, the dependencies of forces and
moments show as below.

Fx = f(θ,X) =f(θ, u, v, w, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr, δt) (2.4)

Fy = f(θ, φ, Y ) =f(θ, φ, u, v, w, v̇, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr)

Fz = f(θ, φ, Z) =f(θ, φ, u, v, w, ẇ, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr, δt)

Mx = f(L) =f(u, v, w, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr)

My = f(M) =f(u, v, w, ẇ, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr, δt)

Mz = f(N) =f(u, v, w, v̇, p, q, r, δa, δe, δr)

Linearizing dynamic equations and assumming that small lateral states
deviations and disturbances have no influence on the longitudinal forces or
moments and vice versa (Chapter 4-1 [4], [11]), no aerodynamic coupling
exists between the symmetric and the asymmetric degrees of freedom, as
long as the deviations and disturbances remain small.

F = F(Xo) + F(∆X) (2.5)

Fx(Xo) = −W sin θo +Xo + To (2.6)

Fy(Xo) = W cos θo sinφo + Yo

Fz(Xo) = W cos θo cosφo + Zo

Mx(Xo) = Lo

My(Xo) = Mo

Mz(Xo) = No
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Fx = Fx(Xo) −W cos θo∆θ + ∆X (2.7)

Fy = Fy(Xo) +W cos θo cosφo∆φ+ ∆Y

Fz = Fz(Xo) −W sin θo cosφo∆θ + ∆Z

Mx = Mx(Xo) + ∆L

My = My(Xo) + ∆M

Mz = Mz(Xo) + ∆N

Attitude equations linearization

φ̇ = f(φ, θ, p, q, r) (2.8)

θ̇ = f(φ, q, r)

ψ̇ = f(φ, θ, q, r)

φ̇(Xo) = po + qo sinφo tan θo + ro cosφo tan θo (2.9)

θ̇(Xo) = qo cosφo − ro sinφo

ψ̇(Xo) = qo
sinφo
cos θo

+ ro
cosφo
cos θo

φ̇(∆X) = ∆p+ sinφo tan θo∆q + qo cosφo tan θo∆φ+ qo
sinφo
cos2 θo

∆θ

+ cosφo tan θo∆r − ro sinφo tan θo∆φ+ ro
cosφo
cos2 θo

∆θ

θ̇(∆X) = cosφo∆q − qo sinφo∆φ− sinφo∆r − ro cosφo∆φ

ψ̇(∆X) =
sinφo
cos θo

∆q + qo
cosφo
cos θo

∆φ+ qo
sinφo
cos θo

tan θo∆θ

+
cosφo
cos θo

∆r − ro
sinφo
cos θo

∆φ+ ro
cosφo
cos θo

tan θo∆θ

After rearranging the equations, and selecting the proper state vector
(minimum number of states that are necessary to perform the dynamics of
the system), once they are linearized, it is possible the state space represen-
tation as below around an arbitrary operational condition Xo.
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X =[u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ]T (2.10)

U =[δa, δe, δr, δt]
T

Y =[Fx, Fy, Fz,Mx,My,Mz]
T

Ẋo + ∆Ẋ =AoXo +A∆X +BoUo +B∆U (2.11)

Y =CX +DU

Since Ao, A,Bo, B are constant for a given state, the system can be per-
formed as a LTI system.

2.1.2 Linearization about a steady, symmetric straight con-
dition

The most common linearization is around a symmetric steady state. In the
next section we will look more closely at the characteristics of this condition.
To describe the a priori dynamics of the aircraft let’s use the next system
of states, imputs and outputs. Remember that the variables will be defined
as deviatory mangitudes from a reference steady straight state, furthermore
total forces and moments defining the steady state are zero. Note that total
forces and moments are zero in the steady state but not the aerodynamic
X,Z and propulsion forces although the thrust no longer appears. Because
Ẋo = 0, the system dynamics is defined by only the deviatory states.

Xo = [uo 0 wo 0 0 0 0 θo 0] (2.12)

Ẋo = [0 ... 0]

Uo = [δeo 0 0 δto]

Yo = [0 ... 0]

X = Xo + ∆X = [u v w p q r φ θ ψ] (2.13)

Ẋ = ∆Ẋ = [u̇ v̇ ẇ ṗ q̇ ṙ φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇]

U = Uo + ∆U = [δe δa δr δt]

Y = ∆Ẏ = [Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]

Rearranging the terms of linearized equation of motion and implementing
deviation quantities from a steady state as discussed, the linear dynamic
system can be performed with the constant matrix A and B.

Ẋ = AX +BU (2.14)

Y = CX +DU
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Since different trim conditions will be studied, it is better to use the orig-
inal body axes than the common stability axes, because the inertia matrix
remains contant. The set of linearized equations of the motion is obtained by
taking the flight condition described above as initial state for linearization,
finally substituting the properties in the general linearized equations of the
motion and eliminating the trim forces and moments as above explained. It
is equally feasible to express the states as a function of the aerodynamic vari-
ables α, β, V , but because are not available direct measurements for them,
we have more uncertainties and it is preferible to express all the states in
body axes.

Linearized equations of the motion around a steady and sym-
metric flight condition

· Reference state:

Xo = [uo 0 wo 0 0 0 0 θo 0] (2.15)

Ẋo = [0 ... 0]

Uo = [δeo 0 0 δto]

Yo = [0 ... 0]

· States:

∆u̇ =
Fx
m
− wo∆q (2.16)

∆v̇ =
Fy
m

+ wo∆p− uo∆r

∆ẇ =
Fz
m

+ uo∆q

∆ṗ =
Mx

Ixx(1− I2xz)
+

MzIxz
Izz(1− I2xz)

∆q̇ =
My

Iyy

∆ṙ =
Mz

Izz(1− I2xz)
+

MxIxz
Ixx(1− I2xz)

∆φ̇ = ∆p+ tan θo∆r

∆θ̇ = ∆q

∆ψ̇ =
1

cos θo
∆r
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· Forces and moments:

Fx = −W cos θo∆θ + ∆X(∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)
(2.17)

Fy = W cos θo∆φ+ ∆Y (∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)

Fz = −W sin θo∆θ + ∆Z(∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)

Mx = ∆L(∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)

My = ∆M(∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)

Mz = ∆N(∆u,∆v,∆w,∆p,∆q,∆r,∆δe,∆δa,∆δr,∆δt)

To conclude, this last set of equations is capable to be represented in ma-
trix form, giving rise to one of the most used representations in engineering
which will be explained in depth in the following sections.

2.2 Reference flight condition

Since the static stability is caused by the recovering moments of the surfaces
of the aircraft and this takes part in the design process, we just analyze
trimmed in this section. Static stability is all about the initial tendency of
a body to return to its equilibrium state after being disturbed, instead of it
can be analyzed the trim point. The static stability is one of the condition
to have dynamic stability but not ensures by itself.

All aircrafts should be possible get an equilibrium at any angle of attack
and center of gravity position at all feasible flight conditions, in other words
all the envelope. The trim points are the values of states that provides a per-
manent horizontal flight if no perturbations occurs in the whole maneuver.
Normally the control surfaces are capable of maintaining horizontal flight
for any speed within the operation regime. Therefore the combinations of
trim points are infinite and let assume that they are only function of the
speed for clean configuration of flaps. To achieve this, the pitch moment,
and forces in x and z directions shall be zero and consequently, angular and
linear accelerations and angular velocity.
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2.2. REFERENCE FLIGHT CONDITION

Figure 2.2: Longitudinal balance of forces for clean configuration type 1 3

Figure 2.3: Longitudinal balance of moments for clean configuration type 1.

Practically is to get an alpha that provides lift to hold the the aircraft,
and then an elevator deflection whose moment is the opposite created by the
wing 2.3. Can exist many different trim points for a given velocity, but for
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a positive α and the varibles taked into accountas as it can see above, the
tail lift commonly needs to be positive. It can be owned (in a rough guiding
law) with a elevator deflection greater than −α. The elevator deflection for
trim is given by geometry, velocity and weight, and even density.

The aircraft is defined in AVL by a geometry file and mass file (See
appendix (5.2)). Note that for Elektra 1, the center of gravity is a few cen-
timeters backward wing aerodynamic center, and the aerodynamic moment
in the tail is usually neglected. The parameters for the trim are tabulated
below for both aircrafts 2.1, 2.2.

Penguin trim parameters

Parameter SI Magnitude

Mass 18

Gravity center4 (from nose) 0.11

Wing a.c. 0.07

Tail a.c. 1.42

Table 2.1: Penguin BE trim parameters

Elektra trim parameters

Parameter SI Magnitude

Mass 300

Gravity center (from nose) 1.54

Wing a.c. 1.45

Tail a.c. 4.87

Table 2.2: Elektra 1 Solar trim parameters

The trimmed elevator deflections are tabulated in the next figure for the
given velocities, by AVL, where with calm atmosphere and horizontal flight,
the elevation angle is equal to α. Since we have not wind measurements
yet, we will assume that the Earth velocity is equal to true airspeed, so
Earth position or velocity will just not fit with GPS measurements. It
has been proved that AVL trim point calculation only takes into account
the restriction in forces and no in moments, and the real trim condition is
calculated by two restrictions with simplifications above. Often these two
restrictions at the same time gives rise to errors that should be eliminate. For
this purpose is added to AVL a iterative method to get the trim condition
as it can see in the next figure. Note that the elevator deflection for penguin
is the projection of the V-tail directing vector maintaining the differential
deflection of the rudder null.
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Figure 2.4: Improvement to get a trim point by AVL.
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(a) Peguin performance

(b) Elektra performance

Figure 2.5: Variation of trim variables with velocity

Let assume that the stability of our aircraft by design does not change in
the operational range (this is the range of safe velocities). Then the primaly
static stability indicator are the derivatives CMα and CZα which we can
approximated by CMw and CZw in body axes. An increase in α causes a
positive moment because CZw > 0 through the equations of the motion, so
this derivative must be negative to counteract this effect CMw < 0. This
stability is in close relation to neutral point and margin, but since the center
of gravity of the airplanes are not so far between flight, we assume that all
of them will be stable.
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2.3 Dynamic stability analysis

2.3.1 State space representation

It has been previously referred to the matrix representation of the system
as it shown below. This is the called state space form where a number of
linear differential equations are represented in matrix form and the results
offered are presented in a simple and elegant way, which is a point in favour
in terms of a better understanding of the study. The state vector is the
smallest set of variables possible and necessary to represent and predict the
behavior of the system given the inputs for a t > to and already said states
in to. The system will be Multi-input-multi-output and dynamic since the
behaviour of the next state is in function of the past states.

Indeed this behaviour of the system will change even if the inputs are
invariable, unless it is already in steady state. However the system will be
invariant over time because the system parameters for example the deriva-
tives, remain constant along time. All these characteristics lead us to the
state space representation of a widely known LTI discrete system [5] in the
form like (2.15).

Figure 2.6: Discretization of a LTI system (Adapted from [5]).

State space representation:
The parameters that are inside the matrices of the linear system are called
derivatives. Using the decoupled derivatives the system is given below. Lon-
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gitudinal motion


u̇
ẇ
q̇

θ̇

 =


CXu
m

CXw
m

CXq−mwo
m −g cos θo

CZu
m

CZw
m

CZq+muo
m −g sin θo

CMu
Iyy

CMw
Iyy

CMq
Iyy

0

0 0 1 0



u
w
q
θ

+


CXδe
m 0

CZδe
m 0

CMδe
0

0 0


[
δe
δt

]

(2.18)

Lateral motion


v̇
ṗ
ṙ

φ̇

 =


CYv
m

CYp+mwo
m

CYr−muo
m g cos θo

CLv
Ix̂x

+ CNvIx̂z
CLp
Ix̂x

+ CNpIx̂z
CLr
Ix̂x

+ CNrIx̂z 0
CNv
Iẑz

+ CLvIx̂z
CNp
Iẑz

+ CLpIx̂z
CNr
Iẑz

+ CLrIx̂z 0

0 1 tan θo 0



v
p
r
φ



+


CYδa
m

CYδr
m

CLδa
Ix̂x

+ CNδa Ix̂z
CYδr
Ix̂x

+ CNδr Ix̂z
CNδa
Iẑz

+ CLδa Ix̂z
CNδr
Iẑz

+ CLδr Ix̂z
0 0


[
δa
δr

]
(2.19)

ψ̇ = r sec θo (2.20)

Ix̂x =
IxxIzz − I2xz

Izz
(2.21)

Iẑz =
IxxIzz − I2xz

Ixx

Ix̂z =
Ixz

IxxIzz − I2xz

The aerodynamic derivatives are given by the Vortex Lattice software
AVL (5.2) in body axes in function of the states (u, v, w, p, q, r) and surface
deflections (δe, δa, δr). AVL do not provide derivatives in function of time
dependency (u̇, v̇, ẇ). For this first ’a priori’ approach the thrust due to
(δt) will be just constant to provide the trim state at the first point so the
∆δt = 0. It can be found in the following table a summary of the derivatives
taken into account. However, many derivatives are usually neglected due to
the principle of non-coupling. The physical meaning for these derivatives
is quiet complicated because they are in body axes and respect kinematics
states. They would have more understandable physical meaning if they were
refered to aerodynamic states like α, β as is done conventionally. Neverthe-
less, this transformation is possible but not required.
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2.3. DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS

Indicator for used derivatives: 1 longitudinal, 2 lateral, - not used because decoupling

Force derivative Indicator Moment derivative Indicator

CXu [1] CLu [-]

CXv [-] CLv [2]

CXw [1] CLw [-]

CXp [-] CLp [2]

CXq [1] CLq [-]

CXr [-] CLr [2]

CXδa [-] CLδa [2]

CXδe [1] CLδe [-]

CXδr [-] CLδr [2]

CYu [-] CMu [1]

CYv [2] CMv [-]

CYw [-] CMw [1]

CYp [2] CMp [-]

CYq [-] CMq [1]

CYr [2] CMr [-]

CYδa [2] CMδa
[-]

CYδe [-] CMδe
[1]

CYδr [2] CMδr
[-]

CZu [1] CNu [-]

CZv [-] CNv [2]

CZw [1] CNw [-]

CZp [-] CNp [2]

CZq [1] CNq [-]

CZr [-] CNr [2]

CZδa [-] CNδa [2]

CZδe [1] CNδe [-]

CZδr [-] CNδr [2]

Table 2.3: Derivatives used for a priori model by AVL
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CX = CXu ū+ CXv v̄ + CXww̄ + CXp p̄+ CXq q̄ + CXr r̄

+CXδe δ̄e + CXδa δ̄a + CXδr δ̄r (2.22)

CY = CYu ū+ CYv v̄ + CYww̄ + CYp p̄+ CYq q̄ + CYr r̄

+CYδe δ̄e + CYδa δ̄a + CYδr δ̄r (2.23)

CZ = CZu ū+ CZv v̄ + CZww̄ + CZp p̄+ CZq q̄ + CZr r̄

+CZδe δ̄e + CZδa δ̄a + CZδr δ̄r (2.24)

CL = CLu ū+ CLv v̄ + CLww̄ + CLp p̄+ CLq q̄ + CLr r̄

+CLδe δ̄e + CLδa δ̄a + CLδr δ̄r (2.25)

CM = CMu ū+ CMv v̄ + CMww̄ + CMp p̄+ CMq q̄ + CMr r̄

+CMδe
δ̄e + CMδa

δ̄a + CMδr
δ̄r (2.26)

CN = CNu ū+ CNv v̄ + CNww̄ + CNp p̄+ CNq q̄ + CNr r̄

+CNδe δ̄e + CNδa δ̄a + CNδr δ̄r (2.27)

X =
1

2
ρV 2SrefCX (2.28)

Y =
1

2
ρV 2SrefCY (2.29)

Z =
1

2
ρV 2SrefCZ (2.30)

L =
1

2
ρV 2SrefbrefCL (2.31)

M =
1

2
ρV 2SrefcrefCM (2.32)

N =
1

2
ρV 2SrefbrefCN (2.33)

2.3.2 Dynamic modes

Analytical solution is possible only if the system is linearized. Because of the
solution of the system is the response of a disturbance from the equilibrium,
is important to know how stable is such system. Indeed the stability is not
function of the disturbance, so matrix B can be neglected for the analysis.
Then the aircraft stability properties can be investigated by computing the
eigenvalues of the system matrix A that has been separated in longitudinal
and lateral movement in set off decoupled derivatives.
The motion is described by a set of linear and homogeneous derivative equa-
tions of constant coefficients (A matrix is constant over time) in a initial
value problem. These homogeneous equations are always satisfied by the
trivial solution that definetly is the trim condition. The non trivial solution
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of this problem is well known and it is used to get the dynamic modes of
an aircraft and gives the to so-called aircraft modes. All the movements or
solutions are a linear combination of these modes.

Ẋ = AX X(to) = Xo A ⊂Mnxn (2.34)

The solution of the system above is analogy as if n = 1, where C = 1 for
the homogeneus ones:

X = CeAt (2.35)

The exponential of a matrix is more presentative if the matrix is written in
diagonalized form in the way Ad = V AV −1 where Ad is the diagonal matrix
formed by eigenvalues and columns of V are the eigenvectors. In reference
[16] it can be found a complete manual on algebra and the resolution of
systems of linear differential equations with constant coefficients.
At the time, by algebra, the modes (in terms of shape, not amplitude where
have a big role eigenvectors) are characterized by eigenvalues of the A ma-
trix λ1...λn. Those can be real for a non oscillating exponential motion
or imaginary for a oscillating one. The equilibrium can only be stable, if
real parts of eigenvalues are negative. The characteristics modes are quite
well known and have a similar physical behaviour between classical aircrafts.

Figure 2.7: Dynamic stability of modes [4] .

The behaviour of the motion for each mode it can be analyzed with the
next constants. Having a look to the asociated eigenvectors, it can see which
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states predominate the movement.

ξ =
<(λ)√

<(λ)2 + =(λ)2
(2.36)

wn =
√
<(λ)2 + =(λ)2

wd = wn
√

1− ξ2

T =
2π

wn
√

1− ξ2

Longitudinal modes
The short period eigenmotion is a fast and periodic but usually quite damped.
The forces are big because the rate of pitch is. Changes in velocity or altit-
tude are small however great changes are seen in the movement around the
axis yb. On the contrary phugoid mode is very slow oscillated but poorly
damped. The principal oscillations are in velocity and altittude, being ne-
glected rotations, so it can be interpreted as a continuous exchange of po-
tential and kinetic energy. Is actually useful to know that the derivatives in
the next table are in direct relation to modes behaviour.

Associated derivatives to motion constants

Constant of the movement Derivative

Damping of the short period CMq

Frequency of the short period CMw

Damping of the Phugoid CXu
Frequency of the Phugoid CZu

Table 2.4: Longitudinal modes and most representatives derivatives

Lateral modes
The aircraft is usually designed to have well damped lateral modes. The
decoupling assumes that longitudinal motion do not affect the longitudinal
one. Then even with a big lateral movement, longitudinal velocity or pitch
angle will not change. This is true since lateral and longitudinal values re-
mains small. Nevertheless, dutch roll mode is coupled almost in all lateral
states and this can afect to the longitudinal velocity as well.
The roll subsidence is actually damped, periodic eigenmotion, during which
the aircraft rotates purely about the xb, and is not oscillating because of
there are not important aerodynamic forces changes by roll that restores
the movement. The spiral mode consist mainly of a slow yawing at nearly
zero sideslip with some roll. It is usually unstable aperiodic eigenmotion,
but it is easy to control since is slow. In the dutch roll mode, all variables
are actually coupled, indeed yaw and roll are in opposite movements, this is
when yaw increases, the roll recover the yaw and vice versa. In other words
consists of a coordinated yawing, rolling, sideslipping motion. The path is
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mostly constant.

Is quite useful to understand the physical meaning of these modes, and
is well explained in the literature. More far analytical equations using dif-
ferent simplifications analyzing the dominant variables for each mode it can
be found. For lateral movement is more complex to know wich derivatives
define the fundamental behaviour of the mode. To conclude note that in
reference [17] it can be found a overview of coupling modes and dynamics
in aircrafts.

2.3.3 Linear simulation

The simulation of the linear model has been made in MATLAB environ-
ment, using AVL as VLM solver and Runge Kutta as integration method
for the LTI model. The simulation and communication with AVL is done by
different tools, adapted for each platform. One example for Elektra is given
below.
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Tool box E1 Lin

file key Remarks

LINEAR MODEL Main file This script creates a LTI model by AVL an nonlinear rigid EOM for ELEKTRA
ELEKTRA.m for the chose runcase and simulate a desired maneuver.

avl de trim.m Interface Write in one runcase file (trimintermediate.run) the variables aerodynamic
velocity, elevation angle and density to calculate an equilibrium point.

Then run the runcase in AVL by console and read elevator deflection and
angle of attack to trim from AVL output (trimfile).

trimintermediate.run Runcase See avl de trim.m. This AVL input is ran one time in each maneuver simulation.

trimfile VLM output See avl de trim.m. This AVL output contains information about trim
point, forces and moments.

avl matrices.m Interface This function writes the trim point in a runcase file (matrixintermediate.run)
and the commands to run an eigenmode calculation. Then run it in AVL by console

and read the desired derivatives from the AVL MODE output (matrices).

matrixintermediate.run Runcase See avl matrices.m. This file is created one time in one maneuver
simulation for the linear model.

matrices VLM output This file contains information about the runcase and the eigenmode
calculation (Derivatives) for all control surfaces and variables defined).

MELN.avl Geometry file Definition of the aircraft geometry by edges and foils data (calin1.dat and
NACA foil), control surfaces and number of panels.

calin1.dat Foil definition See MELN.avl.

e1cfg FE1.mat Configuration file Contains basic information like current center of gravity, inertia.

atmosisa.m Function Compute air properties at the given altitude based on the standard atmosphere.

avl.exe Flow solver AVL executable.

integrate rk4 linear.m Numerical integrator Compute next states given a LTI system and current states.

TEb.m Function Rotates a vector in body frame to NED frame.

Table 2.5: Elektra linear simulation tool box (see (5.2))
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One example for the LTI model for each platform are shown next for the
proper operational velocity.
Penguin linear model for velocity 23[m/s] Longitudinal motion

u̇
ẇ
q̇

θ̇

 =


−0.0710 0.6814 −2.4010 −9.7771
−0.6071 −3.8882 21.5566 −0.8021
0.3294 −2.9606 −6.0975 0

0 0 1 0



u
w
q
θ

+


0.0081 0
−0.1343 0
−1.2070 0

0 0

[ δeδt
]

(2.37)
Lateral motion

v̇
ṗ
ṙ

φ̇

 =


−0.3782 2.5925 −22.4321 9.7771
−0.5668 −15.0890 2.9139 0
1.3945 −3.2225 −2.0426 0

0 1 0.0820 0



v
p
r
φ



+


0.0152 0.1009
−2.7510 −0.0828
−0.3863 −0.5307

0 0

[ δaδr
]

(2.38)

ψ̇ = 1.0033r (2.39)

Elektra linear model for velocity 30[m/s]
Longitudinal motion

u̇
ẇ
q̇

θ̇

 =


−0.0433 0.4545 −1.5566 −9.8067
−0.4398 −3.6917 26.6887 −0.5275
0.0314 −0.5803 −4.2444 0

0 0 1 0



u
w
q
θ

+


0.0052 0
−0.1504 0
−0.5087 0

0 0

[ δeδt
]

(2.40)
Lateral motion

v̇
ṗ
ṙ

φ̇

 =


−0.1387 1.3657 −29.6283 9.7958
−0.5181 −25.7901 3.7483 0
0.0520 −2.5594 −0.5857 0

0 1 0.0538 0



v
p
r
φ



+


−0.01379 0.0372
−1.0750 0.0134
−0.0214 −0.0697

0 0

[ δaδr
]

(2.41)

ψ̇ = 1.0069r (2.42)

For this a priori analysis, we use the different models at different ve-
locities to analize the dynamics of the aircrafts and perform the flight test
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maneuvers as we can see in the data gathering section in flight test data
chapter.

Figure 2.8: Scheme for linear simulation.

It has been developed for the a priori analysis the scheme above. The
values of velocity to linearize around the model V , elevator deflection mag-
nitude δe (from trim deflection), selection of the longitudinal maneuver
PH,SP,RS,DR (Phugoid, short period, roll subsidence or dutch roll), com-
plete time of the simulation t,timestep for integration dt and altitude h are
entered manually or they can be selected by default. The modes are excited
by different elevator timeseries as it can see in the next figures. Phugoid is
usually excited by a step (in this case performed like a offset impulse from
trim deflection before 1 second of trim flight) and short period by the signal
DLR3211. This signal is formed by four steps of duration proportional to
90%, 60%, 30%, 30% and different signs of deflection and is demostrated that
excitates better the short period since the power espectrum is bigger than
for a step. Roll subsidence is excited by a aileron doublet, and dutch roll
by a rudder pulse. Spiral mode is seen in dutch roll. One example for each
maneuver is shown in the next figure.
The script is done in MATLAB, and interfaces with the flow solver (avl de
trim, avl matrices) are created. All the interfaces are coded in the way that
one runcase is modified. This file is rewritten for each calculation and runned
with the solver in the Windows console with the command dos. Once AVL
executes the runcase and saves the required outputs (usually forces and mo-
ments or linear derivatives), the files are read and the necessary variables are
saved in the workspace. An example of a runcase and output files is showed
in AVL (5.2). In this a priori simulation, one interface is a iterative method
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to get the proper trim point for V and ρ based on the figure (2.4). Once
this is calculated, a second interface calls AVL with ‘eigenmode’ command
in order to get the matrices of the system around the selected trim point.
A postprocessing of the matrices is needed to reconstruct the LTI system
in the desired form. The intermediate files is written by the interfaces or
solver are purged in every calculation to avoid conflicts. These interfaces
are proper of each platform, since the solver writes the output file different
between platforms.
Finally, the integration by fourth order runge kutta since is the most ex-
tended method for numerical integration is performed to simulate the se-
lected time of maneuver. After simulation, independent variables like NED
position and yaw angle are reconstructed. Eigenmodes, matrices and simu-
lated path (timeseries states) are the outputs.
The code for the scheme above can be found in (5.2) for Matlab.

Figure 2.9: Control signals for maneuvers at timestep 1 s. and 5 deg. of
deflection.
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Analysis of linear model: Velocity

Large differences have been found in derivatives for different velocities. Then
it is linearized the platforms dynamics for velocities in batch mode and the
eigenmodes are plotted for these velocities using the script explained above.
Is important to have a guide in how derivatives change with velocity since
the controller is performed for the design velocity and is beneficial as a guide
for system identification, where the derivatives are primarly identified. In
the case of Penguin platform, for the range 16 − 40 m/s of velocity and
15 − 45 m/s for Elektra. The range is wider than the operational one to
observe better trends.
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Figure 2.10: Penguin longitudinal eigenmodes velocities and phugoid mode blowup.
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Figure 2.11: Penguin lateral eigenmodesvelocities and spiral mode blowup.
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In the figures above it can be substracted using the equations (2.37).
In Penguin platform, the natural frequency, damp and period ranges for
the platform according to different velocities. This is the first approach to
know in a qualitative way how the behavior of the aircraft varies with the
speed. It can see that the damping is just slightly different. However for the
phugoide mode it does not vary linearly, it decreases a little until it reaches
the operational speed (aprox. 50 %) and then increases (mean aprox. 0.1).
This does not entail great problems because it is a slow and easy mode to
control.
5. The most relevant is that the period decreases half for short period (1-0.5
s.) and grows double for phugoid (8-20 s.).

5The damping is chosen negative, so a positive damp or increase, it will lead to greater
convergence
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Figure 2.12: Elektra lateral eigenmodesvelocities and phugoid mode blowup.
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Figure 2.13: Elektra lateral eigenmodesvelocities and spiral mode blowup.
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In Elektra platform, a similar behavior has been found. However the
short period mode could be visible since it has a period of 5 s. for low
speeds (1 s. for high velocities), although it is also more damped (0.7). The
period of phugoid mode is bigger (from 16 to 27 s), with similar damping.
The difference in lateral modes is that against Elektra, in Penguin the dutch
roll mode goes more damped with velocity. The spiral mode becomes stable
for Elektra for high velocities, even though this mode is often unstable.
In the next simulations is showed the characteristics analyzed above. Note
that short period is difficult to see in both airplanes, maybe in Elektra for
low velocity, but it can be confused with short period. It can be note too
that for phugoid, w that represents α is more or less constant as it said in
the theory.

Longitudinal and lateral modes modes

Mode Eigenvalue Damping [-] Frequency [rad/s]

Short Period −2.93± 2.93i 7.07E − 1 4.14

Phugoid −1.99E − 2± 4.05E − 1i 4.90E − 2 4.05E − 1

Roll Subsidence −1.91E + 1 1.00 1.91E + 1

Dutch Roll −6.42E − 1± 1.61i 3.70E − 1 1.74

Spiral 2.03E − 2 −1.00 2.03E − 2

Table 2.6: Dynamic modes for Elektra at 25 m/s and 1000 m. in altitude.



(a) States timeseries (b) Path (200 s. simulation)

Figure 2.14: Elektra linear simulation of Phugoid mode at 25 m/s and 1000 meters in altitude.



(a) States timeseries (b) Path (10 s. simulation)

Figure 2.15: Elektra linear simulation of Short Period mode at 25 m/s and 1000 meters in altitude.



Figure 2.16: Elektra linear simulation of Roll subsidence mode at 25 m/s and 1000 meters in altitude.



(a) States timeseries (b) Path (20 s. simulation)

Figure 2.17: Elektra linear simulation of Dutch roll mode at 25 m/s and 1000 meters in altitude.



In the simulations for both airplanes has been checked the correspon-
dence with modes. Note that the plots of the paths are done different times.
It can be found the poor damped phugoid that even before 200 s. is yet
oscillating, and a big increase in altitude is found. Short period disapears in
few second. In the roll subsidence there is no direct aerodynamic moment
created tending to restore wings-level, so the damping in roll is exactly 1[−]
and he path is almost constant (not showed) and the simulation can excitate
dutch roll too as in short period is found phugoid. Is possible to see how
in Roll Subsidence the roll velocity p achieves zero in few seconds with a
non-oscillatory path. The oscillations that it can see are form the dutch roll
mode.

2.3.4 Analysis of linear model: Altitude

A conventional passenger airplane operates a cruising altitudes of maximum
twelve kilometers, where the density is a quarter to sea level one. HALE
platforms are foreseen to operate in the stratosphere at altitudes of 25 kilo-
meters aproximately, where the density drops to about 3 %. To have an
intuitive idea about how changes the dynamics with altittude snapshot is
added an atmosphere model based on the ISA (International standart atmo-
sphere). The solver based on the vortex method is assumed to be valid as
potential flow assumption is valid. In that way, to lift the aircraft, assuming
that the lift coefficient do not changes with altitude as first approach, it will
be necessary to fly at a faster speed. For the operating range of velocities
it has been calculated the Reynolds number using the International Stan-
dard Atmosphere, and the minimum is near to stall velocity at the ceiling,
approximately 460000. Thus it can be assumed inviscid flow for the whole
Elektra 1 envelope. The Mach number never exceeds the 0.12 value, thus
finally potential flow can be assumed and the panel method is able to solve
the aerodynamics coefficients. Note that in reference [18] the continuum
flow assumption is validated below 86 km. and Re > 104, then is proper
to assume continuum flow. Nevertheless, AVL have been validated from
Re > 50000 [19] and low Mach for micro aerial vehicles with wind tun-
nel, while steady flow is assumed, the results from AVL are acepted. The
Knudsen number is decisive in continuum flow assuption, and for a constant
Mach is inversely proportional to Reynolds. Developers of AVL note that
this code assumes quasi-steady flow defined by the following limits on the
non-dimensional body rates: p < 0.1, q < 0.03, r < 0.25.
Note that the ceiling of Elektra 1 is not stratospheric (15 km), but this
procedure can serve as a basis for analyzing variations of aircraft dynamics
with height for future work on HALE platforms at least in identification.
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Figure 2.18: Model used in simulation (atmosisa function)

International Standard Atmosphere at 80000 ft (24384 m)

Variable Value Comparison to S.L.

Density 0.04353 kgm−3 -
Pressure 2716.62 Pa 3.6 %
Temperature 221.03 K 76.8 %
Speed of sound 298.04 m/s 87.6 %
Kinematic viscosity 1.44e−5 Ns/m2 80.7%

Table 2.7: Atmospheric parameters at high altitude case.

It has been calculated the required velocity to flight at the trim point
using the equation below (get the same dynamic pressure). The simulations
will be performed analogy to the last section in the range of altitude from
zero to the ceiling at the equivalent velocities.

V =

√
ρo
ρ
Vo (2.43)
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Figure 2.19: Longitudinal modes in altitude

Figure 2.20: Lateral modes in altitude
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As the figure shows, the damping decreases for all modes increasing al-
titude. The aerodynamic oposite force that the air produces in the aircraft
movement is smaller as altitud increases since the density decreases. The
short period frequency coefficient initially increases but then decreases as the
flight altitude increases according to literature. The Duch Roll frequency
coefficient decreases monotonically as the flight altitude increases. For the
height analyzed no changes are seen in stability, but for higher altitudes it
could happen. Phugoid is potential to become unstable for high altitude.

These linear models have been used as initial point in system identi-
fication. Parametric system identification involves a optimizacion of error
equations, where the identification is reduced to find the parameters that
minimize the errors. Using these a priori models the process is optimized in
terms of time since the convergence is faster and in quality since is assumed
that the error equation error has the global minima around this a priori
model.
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Simulation of High-Altitude Long-Endurance platforms in Global System
Identification

Chapter 3

Data gathering and
postprocessing

3.1 Modes excitation in flight

In the development phases of new aircrafts there are several flight test per-
formed. The main purposes are those of controller test, data collection,
structural and propulsive test, etc. Because of this, an empirical model can
be created through system identification. Although they are also made to
test new devices on the aircraft, new systems etc. However, the sensors are
affected by noise and biases, and even there are states that are only esti-
mated.
The process of performing experiments, and recording system inputs and
outputs, constitutes data gathering. Data gathering is a compromise be-
tween safety of maneuver and overall platform excitation. In other words,
one of the fundamental parts of the data collection is that the sample is as
wide as possible in the range of possibilities, which come given by the safety
of the maneuver. This range it will be analyzed.
That is one reason why total independent of flight, even simulations can
help us to estimate states in system identification. On the other hand, it is
essential for the overall identification of the system as discussed above.
In reference [1] it can be found a complete chapter about data gathering.
It can define the topic in three main tasks: scope of the flight testing, suit-
able sequence of flight maneuvers to be performed at each test point, and
choose an adequate form of the inputs to excite the aircraft motion in some
optimum sense. Since the purpose is to do system identification and get
varied data to validate the simulations, the flight points will be focused in
the designed flight envelope point for local system identification and at the
same time as wide as possible in velocities for simulation validation. The
second purpose is a performance evaluation. For this last purpose, the ma-
neuver must always be within the safe envelope. The control signals are
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designed based on a spectrum analysis, however to go beyond this topic
exceeds the scope of the project. The maneuvers selected in the group are
a step to excitate phugoid, the DLR signal 3211 to excitate short pheriod,
bank-to-bank roll, dutch roll maneuver and thrust variation to identify the
propulsion dynamics.
Usually theoretical control signals to excitate the dynamics modes are slight
distant from those necessary to excite the plane in flight. To correct them
there will be a feedback with the test pilot and corrected on the following
flights. Actually the main discrepancy located is that to excitate a simi-
lar mode in simulation and flight test, the theoretical response is usually
softer than in reality, and it is because the simulations use potential flow
assumption which in turn does not take into account friction, and in real
flight even if we measure directly the control deflections, the response will
be more slow due to interferences. So for the validation process is expected
that the simulations will be more agressive or bigger than flight test data
for the same inputs.
Furthermore, a set of simulations with these maneuvers is done along the
envelope to check the amplitudes of the control signals, and the criteria to
accept such point is: excite just linear aerodynamics (all points whose sim-
ulations contains an alpha bigger than 10 deg are rejected), comprise safe
velocities (if or not during the maneuver the velocity exceeds the limits) and
of course excitate a stable movement.

Figure 3.1: Safety envelope for the Penguin aircraft.
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The set of maneuvers above is done for Penguin by the nonlinear sim-
ulations described in the previous chapter. For Elektra platform is not
necessary since the pilot automatically adapts the maneuvers to the safe
region on-line.

3.2 Path reconstruction and compatibility check

Before using any measure for any purpose it is necessary to analyze where it
comes from, how it has been measured, how reliable it is and all the features
that can be known around measurements. Indeed where is not posible to
measure all states, there are many that needs to be estimated.
The states measured are not all independent, the compatibility check is the
process to validate the compatibility between estimates, to eliminate biases
or even errors. In reference [20] [1] it is explained the process using kinematic
equations of the motion and extended Kalman Filter. The implementation of
Extended Kalman Filter is time consuming and is done in [1] by the group.
For the validation of simulations is considered enough the compatibility
check based on the equations of the motion. This is the process to verify
that the states measured have compatibility with the equations of motion.
Several measured states can be estimated by measurements through the
equations of motion, and they are compared.

The Penguin platform was equipped by DLR with the necessary sen-
sors, including high accuracy differential GPS, an inertial measurement unit
(IMU), and an air data probe which provides airspeed and barometric al-
titude. Wireless LAN is used for communication with the ground station.
A real-time computer is used for navigation via waypoints; and the con-
trol software being automatically generated from Matlab/Simulink models.
Nevertheless, note that the excitation of the modes are excited in open loop,
maintaining the lateral movement negligible with the controller active. In
the last time it has been added two vanes for alpha-beta measurements at
the nose of the plane, and changed the operating system to get more than
90 idle CPU even for high sample login.

In Elektra-One, the MTi 100-series sensor provide complete MEMS based
IMU (Inertial measurement unit), VRU (vertical reference unit), AHRS (At-
titude and Heading Reference System) and GNSS (Global Navigation Satel-
lite System, GPS and INS) where it provides acceleration and angular rate
measurements to estimate the orientation of the aircraft. GNSS provides lat-
titude, longitude and altitude measurements. Additionally, different airdata
probes located along the leading edge of the wings provides measurements
for true airspeed. Overall measurements are available at 50Hz whereas IMU
and GNSS measurements are sampled at 400Hz and 4Hz respectively.
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Penguin/Elektra data

Variable Character

Surfaces deflection Commanded/Measured

Throttle Commanded/Measured

Propeller velocity Commanded/Measured

Aerodynamic velocity Measured

Wind Estimated

Aerodynamic angles Measured/Estimated

Position Measured

Attitude angles Estimated

Linear velocities Measured

Angular velocities Measured

Linear accelerations Measured

Angular acceleration Estimated

Forces and moments Reconstructed

Table 3.1: Overview of the data used. Commanded: Actuators signal by
controller, Measured: Directly measured real magnitude, Estimated: Just
used cualitatively, Reconstructed: created by other measurements.

A postprocessing for the logdata is needed in order to be usable for vali-
dation, whether for change of units, reconstruction of variables or estimation
of them. The data are resampled to have a fixed timestep aligned to GPS
time, and inside IMU there are many processes like Kalman Filtering etc.

Controls The control signals for Elektra, are scaled and calibrated to
radians, filtered and smoothered since they are directly used in simulation.
The low pass filtering is done in the way that the delay is not bigger than
0.2s.. In the case of the UAV, the real deflections are not measured, but since
the maneuvers are done by commands, the signals commanded are available.

NED position The position of the aircraft simplified in its center of
gravity is recorded in GPS reference frame. GPS position is based on the
the geoid WGS84, and its geodesic position is defined by longitude (angle
between plane containing Zero meridian and the plane containing meridian
of the current position), lattitude (Analogically between equator and the
perpendicular vector to the surface of the geoid WGS84), and last, the
altitude from the geoid surface as folows.

Pg =

λφ
h

 (3.1)

[6] Nevertheless, it is proper to obtain the position in NED frame, see (5.2)
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to reconstruct the path. The intermediate reference frame Earth Centered
(ECEF) is necessary,

PECEF =

 (Ne + h) cosφ cosλ
(Ne + h) cosφ sinλ

[Ne(1− e2) + h] sinφ

 =

xECEFyECEF
zECEF

 (3.2)

Where the variable Ne is proper of WGS84 geoid, in function of the constants
major semiaxis of the ellipsoid and excentricity and the variable φ.

Ne =
REa√

1− e2 sin2 φ
REa = 6 378 137.0 m e = 0.08181919 (3.3)

Figure 3.2: NED from ECEF [6].

The rotation from ECEF to Local NED, is carried with a traslation
to the initial point (Reference point in ECEF), the ECEF position and a
rotation as follows

PNED = RNEDECEF (PECEF −PECEF,ref ) (3.4)

RNEDECEF =

xECEFyECEF
zECEF

 =

 − sinφref cosλref − sinφref sinλref cosφref
− sinλref cosλref 0

− cosφref cosλref − cosφref sinλref − sinφref


(3.5)

A function is created in the code to reconstruct the path given the GPS
coordinates timeseries. In addition all the data is resampled in concordance
to GPS time for a constant timestamp.

Attitude IMU in conjunction to magnetometer provides the attitude or
Euler angles. Gyroscopes measure angular velocities, whose via integration
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get angles. It can be found biases, that are deleted via resfreshing the sys-
tem with magnetometer, but the noise in the signal is aceptable, and this is
critical because the attitude angles are used to reconstruct magnitudes that
need a rotation.

Linear and angular velocities Linear velocities are measured by GPS
weel, thanks to the differential antenna. Angular velocities are well mea-
sured by IMU since are one of the critical states for control, but a slight
filtering is done in order to be used in the recontruction of the moments.

True Air Speed, wind, altitude and aerodynamic angles Elektra
is a plane actually sensible to wind because such big span. At the altitudes
that flies, it can seen in the log data almost a constant wind for each ma-
neuver. This is because the pilot try to fly in that direction and the plane is
stable with wind and becames to align the wind. This wind is estimated as
constant in xb direction since the data probe is capable to measure the air
velocity in the normal direction, and is assumed that this direction is upward
body axes. Then the estimated wind using GPS and TAS measurements is
found aproximately constant and then is included in the simulation as a
constant to validation. In other words let suppose that the pitot measures
the velocity of the aircraft respect the air in xb direction. Then rotating the
measured wind (difference between airdata velocity and GPS velocity for
that direction) to NED frame using attitude angles is posible a estimation
of the constant wind in earth frame. In the next figures it can see that for
two differents directions the wind remains almost constant.
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(a) Maneuver 1

(b) Maneuver 2

Figure 3.3: Wind estimation for two differents maneuvers.
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Altitude measured by GPS is great in long terms (media) and altitude
estimated via air probe is good in diferences. Airdata altitude is estimated
for a standard atmospehere, but the real altitude respect geoid can change
each day. Finally airdata altitude is used with a correction offset from GPS,
that depends of the atmospheric state the flight day.

Linear, angular accelerations and forces and moments Linear
accelerations are measured by accelerometers, whose measurements are so
noisy, and many times the noise have the same characteristics than the
proper signal. With kinematics equations of the motion, is possible to recon-
struct the forces and moments by others measurements. This is necessary to
check the compatibility and validate the accelereations from IMU, or maybe
use them instead of accelerometer measurements.

Fxm = mamx − (mg) sin(θm) (3.6)

Fym = mamy + (mg) cos(θm) sin(φm) (3.7)

Fzm = mamz + (mg) cos(θm) cos(φm) (3.8)

1 It is well known that the accelerometer do not measure the gravity accelera-
tions. The gravity is decomposed in the three axes using the measured IMU
attitude angles and added to the accelerometer to reconstruct the named
measured forces. Using the nonlinear EOM the forces and moments are
estimated. For this task many variables are estimated like angular and
linear accelerations by differenciation of angular and linear velocities mea-
surements via finite differences. Filtering is necessary before differenciation,
and log frequency is used to differenciation timestep (5.2).

Fxe = m(u̇e − rmvm + qmwm) (3.9)

Fye = m(v̇e − pmwm + rmum) (3.10)

Fze = m(ẇe − qmum + pmvm) (3.11)

1Note that the subscript m is added to measured magnitudes and e to estimates.
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(a) Reconstructed x force in maneuver X

(b) Reconstructed y force in maneuver X

(c) Reconstructed z force in maneuver X
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Mle = ṗeIxx + qmrm(Izz − Iyy)− (pmqm + ṙe)Ixz) (3.12)

Mme = q̇eIyy + rmpm(Ixx − Izz) + (pm2 − rm2)Ixz) (3.13)

Mne = ṙeIzz + pmqm(Iyy − Ixx) + (qmrm − ṗe)Ixz) (3.14)

3.2.1 Comments about flight test for local data set

The general procedure for data gathering for point model validation was
to trim the aircraft at selected test point in the flight envelope and apply
control inputs to excite the aircraft modes of motion, taking care by pilot
(in the plane for UAV or in the ground for manned) that the aircraft does
not deviate too much away from the reference flight condition.
The quality of the flight test data is determined by several factors. Many of
them are difficult to fix, like those that come from wind. Flight data with
more than 10 m/s in wind are discarded for validation. It can be found
more variation in wind in those days with high pressure because thermal.
In the future it will be taked in account to flight just after raining if it is
possible.
Other difficult is to trim the airplane manually before the maneuver excita-
tion, and variations in altitude are founded. Obtaining a theoretical pulse or
3211 signal in elevator manually is also a risk for the pilot, and even wait in
free motion to complete three full cycles in phugoid as EASA recommends
in CS-FSTD(A) soft law. Those can be a source of error for validation
and identification. In the UAV platform is factible to use the controller to
perform the elevator signals in the design velocity flight, and for manned
aircraft, a feedback with pilot is done in every flight test.
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Chapter 4

Validation at low altitude

All models have uncertainities because of noise, delays in actuators, atmo-
spheric turbulence, physical simlifications etc. Depending on the purpose
of the model it will be needed a degree of fidelity or another and is when
validation takes place. A proper definition of validation can be given as:
Validation refers to the process of confirming that the conceptual model is
applicable or useful by demonstrating an adequate correspondence between
the computational results of the model and the actual data (if it exists) or
other theoretical data [1].
Several criteria used in conjunction may help to validate the models. For pro-
fessional flight simulators these requirements are standardized in the EASA
or FAA standards. However it is conscious that with the degree of accuracy
of the aircraft parameters, sensors and flow solver it is not the purpose to
comply with such requirements. Knowing that the flow solver has a maxi-
mum precision of 90 % for longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients and 80 %
for lateral, a model actually with more residual will not be validated [21].
Residual analysis is one of the most commonly used statistical approaches
to judge the quality of the fit in conjunction with the analysis of prediction
capability.

Different maneuvers have been worked up in the flight test to get the
actual data. However many of them did not pass the compatibility check
filter and were rejected for both identification and validation of simulations.
For simulation validation are used data from three short periods and three
phugoid maneuvers in both aircrafts.
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(d) States set

(e) Forces set

Figure 4.1: Data used to validation: maneuver P1, platform E1.
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(a) States set

(b) Forces set

Figure 4.2: Data used to validation: maneuver SP2, platform E1.
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The set of simulations for validation propose are performed with the ini-
tial condition and control signals from flight test maneuver as in chapter
before. The FAA and Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) regulatory agencies
allow the simulation to be driven by derived inputs based on the required pa-
rameters that need to be met to account for any unknown phenomena from
the flight test, such as atmospheric effects and initialization differences. This
variation in control inputs is generally limited to approximately + − 3 deg
about the flight test inputs [22], and this is verified in all the simulation set
for the offset in the elevator signal.

It has been found useful the separation between movement dominated
by control surfaces deflection, during which the maneuver is being excitated
and free motion. The analysis of the first part of the movement will give a
validation of the control surfaces derivatives and the second part to states
derivatives. The separation have more sense thinking in a linear system,
where in the first part the motion is determined by the B matrix, and for A
matrix in the second.

4.1 Residual analysis

The root mean square error (RMSE) has been used as a standard statistical
measure of the model error and mean absolute error (MAE) is another useful
measure widely used in model validation. Since fitting indicator are used
for prediction capability, residual analysis is an indicator of model accuracy.
While the MAE gives the same weight to all errors, the RMSE penalizes
variance in the way that bigger errors have more weight, and is by definition
bigger for the same error timeseries.
For n samples of estimated and measured variable (ye and ym respectively),
both indicators shows as below:

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|ymi − yei | RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ymi − yei )2 (4.1)

They are presented in the normalized form as indicators of percentage in
error between the predicted and observated values.

NMAE =
MAE

max(ym)−min(ym)
NRMSE =

RMSE

max(ym)−min(ym)
(4.2)

In both methods the underlying assumption that errors are unbiased and
follows a normal distribution. Bias and delay have been calculated by op-
timization methods, but no important quantities have been found. Signals
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with samples of more than 100 points are chosen as normal distribution
requires.

Phugoid Short Period

Variable Controled motion Free motion Controled motion Free motion

u 12-10 23-20 18-14 25-22

q 4-3 15-13 4-3 9-8

θ 17-16 30-27 10-8 38-32

Fx 10-7 18-16 7-6 15-13

Fz 9-6 10-8* 10-8 8-7*

M 6-4 14-11* 5-4 13-10*

Table 4.1: Residual indicators NRME-NMAE in percentage for Elektra.
*This error is produced by noise of the signal because the variance of the

estimated signal is almost zero and of the measured is almost noise.

The FAA agency [23] gives tolerances for validation tests. Applied in a
soft way to this case the tolerances are: 10% in period for phugoid, 10%
to reduce the amplitude to half or 0.02 in damping ratio; 1.5 deg in pitch
or 2 deg /s in pitch velocity and 0.1 g in normal acceleration. The simula-
tions are within the tolerances except the pitch angle, which the maximun
difference found is 5 deg.

4.2 Prediction capability

In statistics the r-squared (R2) coefficient is a well known number that
indicates the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is
predictable from the independent variables, in other words, how capable is
the model to predict results.

R2 = 1−
∑n

i=1(y
m
i − yei )2∑n

i=1(y
m
i − ȳm)2

ȳm =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(ymi ) (4.3)

The numerator is proportional to the observed data variance, and denomi-
nator to variance between timeseries.

The Goodness-of-fit (GOF)is a statistical indicator of fitting between es-
timated and measured timeseries. The test based on the χ2 (Pearson Chi
Squared test), that in this case is a testing of the assumption that the model
is valid or can predict the observated in a chosen interval of confidence. This
can be done in a graphical way, plotting around the observed signal the con-
fidence bounds (usually chosen 95 % of probability in a χ2 distribution), and
checking that the model prediction is between the boundaries. The sum of
the quadratic error variance by signal variance is calculated. A chi-squared
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distribution for (n-1) degrees of freedom gives the probability to have the
error distribution. If the probability is smaller than the assumed error, then
the hypotesis is false and the model rejected [1]. The bounds are −Inf for
a bad fitting and 1 for a perfect prediction. The indicator have been found
so similar to R2, except in the cases where the R2 is near zero, GOF tends
to be negative.

GOF = 1−
√∑n

i=1(y
m
i − yei )2√∑n

i=1(y
m
i − ȳm)2

(4.4)

Theil’s inequality coefficient is another form of output statistics for the
overall fit. Compared with GOF in terms of the residuals, it provides a little
more insight into the correlation. It represents the ratio of the root mean
square error and the sum of the root mean square values for both signals as
follows. A perfect fit is done by TIC=0, and TIC=1 is the case for maximum
inequality. As a rule of Thumb a value smaller than 0.3 indicates a good
agreement.

TIC =

√
1
n

∑n
i=1(y

m
i − yei )2√

1
n

∑n
i=1(y

m
i )2 +

√
1
n

∑n
i=1(y

e
i )

2
(4.5)

Phugoid Short Period

Variable Controled motion Total motion Controled motion Total motion

u 0.85-0.02 0-0.04 0.76-0.04 0.76-0.03

q 0.97-0.08 0.81-0.19 0.97-0.07 0.96-0.09

θ 0.91-0.10 0.76-0.18 0.83-0.20 0.75-0.24

Fx 0.85-0.18 0.75-0.24 0.87-0.16 0.78-0.21

Fz 0.86-0.21 0.70-0.32* 0.86-0.18 0.83-0.21*

M 0.65-0.31 0.34-0.50* 0.83-0.19 0.68-0.28*

Table 4.2: Prediction capability indicators R2-TIC for Elektra.

4.3 Discussion

No big differences have been found for Elektra between linear and nonlinear
models. This is primarly because the Elektra propulsion model is not so
accurate, and the linear is independent of this model since is just assumed
a constant throttle to trim. More improvement have been found in Penguin
with nonlinear, but is difficult to confirm that definitely the nonlinear model
is better in terms of cost-result because the roll of wind in the dynamics of
the plane in the flight test data recovered has been about 30 percent (10
m/s wind vs. 30 m/s aerodynamic velocity), and small variations in wind
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can lead to distortion of comparison.

The states and forces and moments fit with the requirements of maxi-
mum error and prediction capability in general for the purpose. In exception
is the elevation angle θ which is found in the limit of the validation. Never-
theless, the great part of the discrepancies is due to a delay, being magnitude
and frequency quite similar to the flight data, not causing a big problem for
the controller tunning.

Figure 4.3: Synthetic maneuver identification verification.

It has been also validated the identification of the simulated maneuvers
giving better results than the geometry based linear model, and with negligi-
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ble differences to the nonlinear model simulation. The scheme proposed for
verification is given in the figures above. Via identification of the simulated
maneuvers is created a linear model which has the same structure as the
model identified with the flight data. Then we are able to perform one com-
parable model to identified model based just in geometry and inertia data,
thus identify the correction factors for other points in the flight envelope as
will be done in the next chapter.

The verification of the identified model by synthetic data is done via
identification and validation set of maneuvers. If the system is of constant
coefficients, it is expected that for a proper identification the system does
not vary too much (linear system coefficients) between different identified
data. Two completely different maneuvers have been simulated (one phugoid
and one short period) and it has been verified that the coefficients of the
identified model did not vary more than ten percent. Note the identification
of the synthetic maneuvers does not imply great difficulties because there
are no biases in the states or noise in the data as they exist in the flight
data.
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Chapter 5

Global system identification

5.1 Methodology

The VLM based model in this work has been conducted parallel to local
system identification. The identification process has been made through
two step method, where the model parameters (both linear and nonlinear)
are found out by an error equation. The error equation is built up by ap-
plying least squares to the maneuver data. The solutions of parameters are
those which minimizes the error. For more information about local system
identification have a look to the other Final Master Thesis [24]. The local
identified model is adapted to be feasible the comparison between them.
Since the local identified model via two step method is valid over the region
where the data is collected, is not extrapolable to the zones where the flight
test data is not feasible in terms of time and cost.
Nowadays the industry and researchers use correction factors for these iden-
tified models in order to extrapolate to zones where the aerodynamic be-
cames nonlinear (high Mach or angle of attack) or to points in the envelope
where is dangerous to gather empirical data without a validated controller.
This aplications need a huge amount of CFD calculation to create a proper
data base which is not posible in the group.
Then the proposed scheme is validated at low altitude with flight test data
in order to be a rough aproximation to high altitude in the future.
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5.1. METHODOLOGY

Figure 5.1: Global identification in the overall envelope.

In the next step local system identification at 4 different trim conditions
were performed using two step method. The goal of the second flight test
set is implementation and validation of the new incremental model update
based on the modelling of correction factors. The points in the envelope
designed for data gathering are limited by test flight duration, at velocities
22, 26, 28, 30 m/s. Note that the design velocity is around 24 m/s. These
data sets were used to study the incremental model update scheme with low
density aerodynamic data base. These flight test data are separated in iden-
tification data and validation set, and just Elektra is used for this proposal
since the controller for Penguin is not tunned yet for different velocities.
The simulations at different points of velocities and low altitude in the en-
velope have been identified by two step method in the group [24] in order to
extract the discrepancies between the identified model at the design velocity,
and the VLM based model at different velocities. Note that the identifica-
tion procedure have been developed by other student in the team.
For identified synthetic maneuvers1, R2 values of 0.931, 0.98 and 0.94 in
identification process has been reported which is an indication of good fit.
Remember that parameter identification with the simulated data produces
better fit due to the absence of noises and external disturbances. Lastly, the
identified parameters have been verified using the AVL computed stability
and control derivatives which is the direct output of the software. Good

1Synthetic maneuvers in global identification are those timeseries that are obtained
from VLM or CFD solvers, independent of flight test data.
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agreement has been found between the two models whose linear structure is
given below, where the identified parameters are the derivatives C.

Cx = Cx0 + Cxuu+ Cxww + Cxede+ Cxtdt (5.1)

Cz = Cz0 + Czqq + Czuu+ Czww + Czede+ Cztdt (5.2)

Cm = Cm0 + Cmqq + Cmuu+ Cmww + Cmede+ Cmtdt (5.3)

X =
1

2
ρV 2SCx (5.4)

Z =
1

2
ρV 2SCz (5.5)

M =
1

2
ρV 2ScCm (5.6)

Identified aerodynamic derivatives by:

Flight test data Synthetic data

CXu -0.004 -0.004

CXw 0.0405 0.045

CXq 0.0026 0.0029

CXde 0.00059 0.00054

CZu -0.036 -0.04

CZw -0.231 -0.25

CZq -0.08595 -0.0955

CZde -0.0097 -0.0088

CMu 0.0105 0.011

CMw -0.095 -0.105

CMq -0.196 -0.218

CMde -0.047 -0.0431

Table 5.1: Linear identified model using flight test data and systhetic data
for the same point in envelope.

The correction factor for moment has been avoided since the flight test
data was not conducted in the proper way to gather good enough data for
the propose. Least squares were applied to the error between identified
model by flight data at one point and VLM identified model at the point in
question. The errors were mapped with the true airspeed via linear fitting
for two points (training set), as it can see below, which correction model
presented can be used to correct the VLM parameters by using them as
biases in function of aerodynamic velocity for the current case assuming the
VLM errors systematic..
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∆Xu = 0.083Vm + 29.088 (5.7)

∆Xw = −3.79Vm + 246 (5.8)

∆Xq = −57.9Vm + 462 (5.9)

∆Xde = −4.3Vm + 248 (5.10)

∆Zu = 4.4Vm − 201.3 (5.11)

∆Zw = −36Vm + 156 (5.12)

∆Zq = −552Vm + 1729.8 (5.13)

∆Zde = −1.39V 2
m − 17.82Vm (5.14)

5.2 Discussion

The correction model is validated with the two maneuvers remaining, the
validation set. The reconstruction of the maneuver with and without cor-
rection respectively is shown below compared with flight test data. Note
that the flight test data for incremental model update is too noisy and small
variations are found. The magnitude of control inputs used for collection of
flight test data were insufcient to clearly detect the modes of the aircraft.
Thus the analysis of the proposed scheme will be just qualitative.
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(a) VLM identified model before correction.

(b) VLM identified model after correction.

Figure 5.2: Validation of incremental model update.
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The corrected aerodynamic derivatives were evaluated using the flight
test data and improvements on prediction accuracy have been reported and
presented below in residual analyis.

Residual analysis for non corrected and corrected models

Velocity 1 Velocity 2 Velocity 3 Velocity 4 Average

RMSE Fx 145 165 142 126 146

RMSE Fz 761 1082 781 887 932

RMSE Fx 86 97 74 43 75

RMSE Fz 169 238 188 209 212

Table 5.2: Residual analysis comparison in [N].

As it have been shown in (2), the coefficients in AVL changes linearly
throw aerodynamic velocity snapshot. The validation of the proposed scheme
was further analyzed and evaluated by choosing various combinations of
training and validation set, with 4 different points 6 combinations are pos-
sible to validate the scheme (Maneuver 1 and 2 for training and 3,4 for
validation, 1,3 training and 2,4 validation etc.). The study has shown that
the proposed scheme can be used to improve the aerodynamic model outside
the point where flight test data were collected for variations of true airspeed
in the region of low altitude flights even with low accurate geometry based
models.
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Conclusions and future work

It has been modeled the dynamics of two aircrafts with different characteris-
tics, taking into account the work previously done and its recommendations
that have been included. During the project, it has been found that the
modeling of the aircraft is complex mainly because the non accuracy of
some parameters such as the centers of gravity in each flight, moments of
inertia that have not been measured and they have been avoided etc. The
parasitic resistance coefficient has been calculated by correlation between
aircrafts and verified with values of similar aircraft. It has been found a
fundamental parameter in the simulation, since it plays a fundamental role
in the calculation of the trim point and the linear model depends on it.
Another great part of the work has been spent to the communication be-
tween the flow solver AVL and MATLAB. The documentation has been
found insufficient for some specific tasks and this has complicated the mod-
eling. On the other hand, the modeling of the propulsion has been compli-
cated for the Elektra aircraft, since the software that controls the motor is
not free and the characteristics of the propulsion, reason why it has been
estimated by the data of flight in a not much accurate form.
Concerning flight test data, bad weather and lack of time have sometimes
complicated the identification of the system, and it is thought that flight
test planning is important during the identification process. The scope of
the project as well as the system identification have been shortened due to
that, eliminating the validation of the model in the lateral dynamics, and
reducing the possible results for the global identification.
As the validation of the model in the last chapters has shown, enough pre-
cision has been found for this first approximation in the longitudinal model.
However, lateral validation in future work with flight data would be desir-
able. No large differences between linear and nonlinear models have been
found, but the nonlinear modeling is advantageous because sometimes in
the nonlinear identification process is complicated to see the physical sense
of paramenters to identify. This a priori nonlinear model can support the
identification of the system.
Regarding the future work, the implementation of other flow solvers is pro-
posed if the accuracy of VLM is insufficient for lateral dynamics. It has
been found appropriate the 3D panel method, for example the free software
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APAME, with which the lateral derivatives due to fuselage will be better
calculated than with the slender body assumption that use AVL. Also the
modeling of the propulsion by other methods more accurate than the look
up table will allow a total modeling with much more quality.
On the other hand it is thought that it is necessary for the extrapolation
of the altitude model a study of the aerodynamics of the new platform at
high altitudes, which has not been possible with the current aircrafts which
have a tropospheric ceiling. It is encouraged to use wind tunnel or CFD
calculations to find out the trim points at high altitude (thus solving coef-
ficient of parasitic resistance etc). Once the trim point is calculated, then
use AVL or APAME to calculate the maneuver (derivatives at each point of
the simulation).
Finally, a correction model was built assuming that certain discrepancies
of VLM derived parameters are systematic. It is thought that in order
to complete the first approach of high altitude modeling by extrapolation
(global identification) it is necessary to know the physical theories in order
to choice of the correction model to be identified. Also to perform several
flight experiments in specific to the collection of data at different altitudes
and thus complete the validation of the overall identification of the system,
since the flight experiment destined to collect data at different trim points
was insufficient. With vast amount of data will be tested the global system
indentification proposed scheme below.
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Figure 5.3: Verification via extrapolation in the known zone
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Figure 5.4: Identification process at high altitude
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A. Derivation of equations of
motion of a rigid body.

In the current Apendix is derived the equations that govern the dynamics
for an aircraft from Newtons Laws. The assumptions are noticed and the
equaitions generated to use directly in Chapter 1 1. To describe the dynam-
ics of a vehicle it is used the equations of motion. The neglection of the
effects of rotating masses and rigid body is usually assumed. These equa-
tions are based on the Newton Laws, valid for inertial reference. We are
going to review the forces implicated in an aircraft motion, but before we
need to know which are the reference systems.

Reference systems

1. Inertial reference frame FI : In this first reference frame the origin
is the center of mass of the Earth, ZI axis is in north pole direction, XI

axis passes through the intersection between the vernal equinox and
equator and YI is in equatorial plane completing the right dihedral.

2. Earth fixed reference frame FC : The first difference with inertial
frame is that XC axis is keeping on the Greenwich meridian, so is
rotating with the earth. ZC = ZI , and YC is defined to complete the
right dihedral.

3. Vehicle carried reference frame or NED FE: The location of the
origin is chosen as the aircraft’s center of gravity. The XEYE plane
(horizontal plane) is tangent to the geoid2. XE and YE are to north
and east respectively. Depends of the Earth model is defined ZE , for
us, spherical, is point to the center of the Earth.

4. Body fixed reference frame Fb: In general in the center of mass of
the aircraft, Xb and Zb are in the symmetric plane and points forward
and downward respectively. Yb complete the dihedral to the right wing.

2Particular equipotential surface that coincides with mean sea level, perpendicular to
gravity everywhere.
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5. Stability reference frame Fs: Is similar to Fb but Xs points to the
projection of velocity of a reference flight condition in the plane of
symmetry.

6. Aerodynamic reference frame Fa: In the center of mass of the
airplane, Xa is defined in the direction of the aerodynamic velocity
Va, defining the angles of attack αa and sideslip βa from body axis.

Va
a =

Va0
0

 Vb
a = V

uv
w

 (15)

Finally, it can see a summary of used reference frames in the figure
(5).
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(a) FI (b) FC

(c) FE (d) Fb

(e) FS (f) Fa

Figure 5: Reference frames definitions. [4]
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Transformations between reference frames

Taking into account that this thesis subject is not the mathematical deep-
ening and that all the usual axis rotations are simplifications of the Euler’s
rotation matrix, we are going to point out only the relations between refer-
ence systems as we use them.

Aircraft forces and external moments involved

In general, the forces that describes the dynamics for an aircraft are related
by gravity, aerodynamics and propulsion. Assuming spherical earth, and
neglecting the variation of gravity field with altitude and latitude (At 32 km
in altitude it only changes 1%[4] ).

FE
G =

 0
0
mg

 (16)

The overall resultant aerodynamic force which acts on the body can be
composed by a summation of aerodynamic forces which act on each part of
the aircraft. This is usually decomposed into either the body-fixed reference
frame in equation (17) or the aerodynamic reference frame.

Fb
A =

Xb

Y b

Zb

 (17)

Usually propulsion force is included in aerodynamic forces because in
jets this thrust is caused by the acceleration of the air in the nozzle. Taking
care, in this document we treat separately both forces.

Fb
P =

F bP,xF bP,y
F bP,z

 (18)

The external moments are defined about the center of gravity. Since
the gravity force acts in the center of gravity it will not cause any external
moment.
Aerodynamic forces does not act in the c.g., and can be defined in body (19)
or aerodynamic reference frame (20):
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Mb
A,G =

LbM b

N b

 (19)

Ma
A,G =

LaMa

Na

 (20)

Finally, in case that the propulsion force direction not pass through the
center of gravity:

Mb
P,G =

M b
p,x

M b
p,y

M b
p,z

 (21)

·Summary; X Y Z sum in body axe of aerodynamic, propulsion forces L M
N in body axes of aero y prop

Equations of traslational motion

We will start the discussion on the equations of translational motion by look-
ing at the motion of a vehicle with respect to inertial space. It is assumed
that apply Newtonian Mechanics is feasible (In other way that the linear
momentum is the product by mass and velocity as long as the characteristic
variables V� 3 · 10−8 m/s and L� 1 · 10−9 m) [27], and all inertial frames
are in a state of constant, rectilinear motion, so the rotational movement of
the earth is neglected.

Let us assume an arbitrary vehicle moving at a distance rIcm from a
inertial reference frame, with velocity VI

I , is subjected to an external force
FI
ext like in figure (6).

Figure 6: Motion of an arbitrary body in a inertial reference frame [4].
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Assuming constant mass and rigid body, by the principle of solidification,
Coriolis and relative forces are zero [4, Appendix C], and the traslational
equations of motion show as (22)

FI
ext = m

d2rIcm
dt2

VI
I =

drIcm
dt

(22)

Equations of rotational motion

Euler equations

Using the equations of relative motion and expressing in body axes, the
equations of euler are derived. Analogous of traslational motion, the relative
and coriolis moments are zero in the same way.

Ω̇b
bI = I−1(Mb

cm −Ωb
bIxIΩ

b
bI) (23)

In the Euler equation of rotational motion, Ωb
bI is the angular velocity and

Mb
cm is the sumatory of external moments. Finally, I is the inertia tensor,

a symmetric tensor defined by the three inertia moment and three inertia
products defined in next. However, this matrix is simplificated when the
plane XbZb is a symmetric plane, resulting in Ixy = Iyz = 0.

Ixx =

∫
M

(y2+z2)·dm Iyy =

∫
M

(x2+z2)·dm Izz =

∫
M

(x2+y2)·dm (24)

Ixz =

∫
M

(−xz) · dm (25)

I =

 Ixx −Ixy −Ixz
−Ixy Iyy −Iyz
−Ixz −Ixy Izz

 =

 Ixx 0 −Ixz
0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz

 (26)

Solving this system for ṗq̇ṙ:

ṗ =
Izz
I∗
Mx+

Ixz
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)Ixz
I∗

pq+
(Iyy − Izz)Izz − I2xz

I∗
qr (27)

q̇ =
My

Iyy
+
Ixz
Iyy

(r2 − p2) +
Izz − Ixx
Iyy

pr (28)

ṙ =
Ixz
I∗
Mx +

Ixx
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy)Ixx + I2xz
I∗

pq +
(−Ixx + Iyy − Izz)Ixz

I∗
qr

(29)
Where I∗ = IxxIzz − I2xz.
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Attitude equations

We will use Euler angles to define the orientation of the body referring
inertial earth. In most cases, (E=I). These angles are the common [φ, θ, ψ]
or roll, pitch, yaw, provenient of transformation between earth to body
reference frame. Rotation yaw angle about the ZE-axis, Rotation pitch
angle about the YE’-axis, rotation roll angle about the (Xb=XE”)-axis.
Not confuse attitude angles with azimuth, climb and bank angles. These
last are projections in a vertical and horizontal local plane, and azimuth
depends of true or magnetic north use, we have true or magnetic heading,
and the difference is (dm), declination, that changes each day.

Ωb
bI = pxb + qyb + rzb (30)

xb = TbE · xE (31)

Where the transformation matrix i done by euler angles

TbE = TbE′′TE′′E′TE′E = 1 0 0
0 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ

 cos θ 0 − sin θ
0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ

 cosψ sinψ 0
− sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

 (32)

Using equation 5.2 and knowing that the derivatives of euler angles are the
angular velocities in earth frame. Assuming nonrotating earth and flat earth
we get the next relation:

Ωb
bI = Ωb

bE + Ωb
EI ≈ Ωb

bE (33)

And the attitude equations: p
q
r

 =

 1 0 − sin θ
0 cosφ sinφ cos θ
0 − sinφ cosφ cos θ

 φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 (34)

φ̇ = p+ sinφ tan θq + cosφ tan θr (35)

θ̇ = cosφq − sinφr (36)

ψ̇ =
sinφ

cos θ
q +

cosφ

cos θ
r (37)

Quaternions, a complex number algebra invented in an attempt to generalize
ordinary complex numbers to three dimensions. These quaternion state
equations have additional numerical advantages over the Euler rotations,
mainly the singularities dissapears.[25]
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Comments about simplifications

1. Constant mass, electrical aircraft, Symmetry plane xbzb: Constant
inertia matrix.

2. Non rotating earth (E=I): If real-life measured accelerations are used
as input for simulations, one should remove the coriolis and centripetal
components. Large errors are introduced if the time-span of the motion
is large (in the order of hours).

3. Flat plane: If the distance traveled during the study case is small,
then the curvature of the Earth will not play an important role in the
changes of vehicle state. Then we assum that our flights are short in
time and range. Then the attitude equations only depends of angular
velocities and last euler states.

Summary

With these simplifications, the equations of motion in body frame:

· Dynamic traslational

m
dVG

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
b

E

=

 V̇N
V̇E
V̇D

 = Fb
ext = TbEFE

ext = mg

 − sin θ
sinφ cos θ
cosφ cos θ

+

 F bx
F by
F bz


(38)

Fx,y,z have inside the propulsion and all in body axes

m
dVG

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
b

E

= m

(
dVG

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
b

b

+ Ωb
bEXVG

b

)
= m

( u̇ba
v̇ba
ẇba

+

 p
q
r

X

 uba
vba
wba

)
(39)

= m

 u̇+ qw − rv
v̇ + ru− pw
ẇ + pv − qu

 (40)

· Dynamic rotational

 Ixx 0 −Ixz
0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz

 ṗ
q̇
ṙ

 =

 Mx

My

Mz

−
 p
q
r

X
 Ixx 0 −Ixz

0 Iyy 0
−Ixz 0 Izz

 p
q
r


(41)
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Since there is no wind, we can drop the sub-scripts and define the vector
[u, v, w] as the inertial velocity vector expressed in the body-fixed reference
frame. If the wind is constant, is not neccesary to include in the equations
of motion, since gives the velocity respect ground. Is just neccesary for
aerodynamic and propulsive forces and moments, which are dependent of
aerodynamic velocity.

ṗ =
Izz
I∗
Mx +

Ixz
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)Ixz
I∗

pq +
(Iyy − Izz)Izz − I2xz

I∗
qr

(42)

q̇ =
My

Iyy
+
Ixz
Iyy

(r2 − p2) +
Izz − Ixx
Iyy

pr (43)

ṙ =
Ixz
I∗
Mx +

Ixx
I∗
Mz +

(Ixx − Iyy)Ixx + I2xz
I∗

pq +
(−Ixx + Iyy − Izz)Ixz

I∗
qr

(44)

· Kinematic traslational

x(t) =

∫ t

0
VNdt y(t) =

∫ t

0
VEdt h(t) =

∫ t

0
VDdt (45)

The reference attitude is the ho, so altitude can be negative. [VN , VE , VD] =
TEb[u, v, w]T

· Kinematic rotational (+ attitude equations)

 p
q
r

 =

 1 0 − sin θ
0 cosφ sinφ cos θ
0 − sinφ cosφ cos θ

 φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 (46)

φ̇ = p+ q sinφ tan θ + r cosφ tan θ (47)

θ̇ = q cosφ− r sinφ (48)

ψ̇ = q
sinφ

cos θ
+ r

cosφ

cos θ
(49)
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B. Numerical methods

Fourth order explicit Runge Kutta:

The purpose of this method is to solve via aproximation ordinary differential
equations. Let use a system of ordinary differential equations with a fix
timestep h:

dX

dt
= f(X, t) X(Uo) = Xo (50)

where X = [x1 ... xp] U = [u1 ... uq] (51)

The simplest RK method is Euler integration, which merely truncates the
Taylor series after the first derivative. In trapezoidal integration an estimate
of the function derivative at the end of the time step is obtained from the
Euler formula; then the average of the derivatives at the beginning and end
of the time step is used to make a more accurate Euler step.
The fourth order Runge Kutta method is a iterative method with include a
routine Euler method. Is very extended in solving dynamic equations of the
motion. Runge Kutta algorithms are an extension of Euler to higher orders,
and the general form is:

k1 = hf(X, t) (52)

k2 = hf(X + β1k1, t+ hα1h) (53)

k3 = hf(x+ β2k1 + β3k2, t+ hα2h)

k3 = hf(x+ β2k1 + β3k2, t+ hα2h)

The Runge Kutta high order stability properties are different from other
like Euler. Usually for RK a reduction in time-step size will eliminate the
instability of error (The error will be bounded and known), although the
required step size may be unreasonably small. When a set of state equations
is being integrated, the required step size will be determined by the fastest
component of solution.
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Finite differences

The finite differences method aproximates the derivative of a function in
a point using the points around. Three forms are commonly considered:
forward, backward, and central differences depending of the points used to
the calculation.
The derivative of a function in x is simplified as:

f ′(x) = lim
h→0

f(x+ h)− f(x)

h
(54)

Forward differentiation

f ′(xi) =
f(xi+1)− f(xi)

h
(55)

Backward differentiation

f ′(xi) =
f(xi)− f(xi−1)

h
(56)

Centered differentiation

f ′(xi) =
f(xi+1)− f(xi−1)

2h
(57)
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C. Athena Vortex Lattice

The most common methods of flow resolution around bodies are those that
use a determination of singularities which make the condition of impene-
trability of the flow around the body. The vortex lattice method that AVL
use is one of the simplest, in which the vortex lattices that born and die in
infinity are placed throught the body, simplified on its surface. As it is said
in the document, the input to AVL consists of a geometry file and optional
run case settings and mass definition files. The geometry file has a header
which defines the aircraft name and a few parameters. The calculation is
defined by commands or a runcase file. Examples of the last are given below.

Runcases examples

Trim calculation

LOAD MELN_fuselage.avl

MASS MELN.mass

MSET

0

PLOP

g

OPER

m

d !! Change velocity after density, else the software changes

!! velocity in order to reach the same dynamic pressure

d

1.105081

v

v

18.982943

E

E

-23.793183
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D3 -2.9155 !! Check the control surfaces indicators

D3 -2.9155

D4 0.0000

D4 0.0000

D2 2.3412

D2 2.3412 !! International system units except angles in degrees

c1 !! Horizontal flight

D3 PM 0 !! Trim calculation

xx

s

runcase.run !! Delete the file existing before in order to avoid problems

w

forces

Quit

Output

---------------------------------------------

Run case 1: -unnamed-

alpha -> alpha = 7.88240

beta -> beta = 0.00000

pb/2V -> pb/2V = -0.990000E-02

qc/2V -> qc/2V = -0.150000E-02

rb/2V -> rb/2V = 0.316000E-01

flap -> flap = 0.00000

aileron -> aileron = 2.34120

elevator -> elevator = -2.91550 !! Elevator to trim

rudder -> rudder = 0.00000

alpha = 7.88240 deg !! Alpha to trim

beta = 0.00000 deg

pb/2V = 0.00000

qc/2V = 0.00000

rb/2V = 0.00000

CL = 0.996968

CDo = 0.300000E-01

bank = 0.00000 deg

elevation = -23.5825 deg

heading = 0.00000 deg

Mach = 0.00000

velocity = 18.8504 m/s
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density = 1.10508 kg/m^3

grav.acc. = 9.80665 m/s^2

turn_rad. = 0.00000 m

load_fac. = 0.00000

X_cg = 1.54067 Lunit

Y_cg = 0.00000 Lunit

Z_cg = 0.00000 Lunit

mass = 318.000 kg

Ixx = 318.000 kg-m^2

Iyy = 243.000 kg-m^2

Izz = 548.000 kg-m^2

Ixy = -0.00000 kg-m^2

Iyz = -0.00000 kg-m^2

Izx = -0.00000 kg-m^2

visc CL_a = 0.00000

visc CL_u = 0.00000

visc CM_a = 0.00000

visc CM_u = 0.00000

Forces output

---------------------------------------------------------------

Vortex Lattice Output -- Total Forces

Configuration: Elektra One D-MELN

# Surfaces = 5

# Strips = 90

# Vortices = 964

Sref = 10.000 Cref = 0.81000 Bref = 13.000

Xref = 1.5407 Yref = 0.0000 Zref = 0.0000

Standard axis orientation, X fwd, Z down

Run case: -unnamed-

Alpha = 7.88240 pb/2V = -0.01414 p’b/2V = -0.00990

Beta = 0.00000 qc/2V = -0.00150

Mach = 0.000 rb/2V = 0.02994 r’b/2V = 0.03160

CXtot = 0.07733 !! Total forces in body axes Cltot = 0.00000 Cl’tot = 0.00010

CYtot = 0.00116 Cmtot = 0.01509

CZtot = -0.99577 Cntot = 0.00069 Cn’tot = 0.00068

CLtot = 0.99697
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CDtot = 0.05996

CDvis = 0.03785 CDind = 0.0221080

CLff = 0.99732 CDff = 0.0191504 | Trefftz

CYff = 0.00302 e = 0.9783 | Plane

flap = 0.00000

aileron = 2.34120

elevator = -2.91550

rudder = 0.00000

---------------------------------------------------------------

It is found a great reference about frequent errors using AVL and how
to solve them which complements the software documentation in reference
.
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D. Simulation environment
code in Matlab

Function to transform GPS frame position in NED

function P_ned = Pgps_ned(long,lat,hg)

%This function change from gps position in WGS84 system

%latitude and longitude in degrees and altitude in meters

%to north-east-down vehiche carried position in meters.

%%Initialize position

Rea=6378137.0000; %[m]

ex=0.08181919; %[-]

long_o = long(1); %[deg]

lat_o = lat(1); %[deg]

hg_o = hg(1); %[m]

Ne_o = Rea/((1-((ex^2)*sind(lat_o)))^0.5);

%Intermediate Earth-Centered-Frame for initial position

x_ecef_o = (Ne_o + hg_o)*cosd(lat_o)*cosd(long_o);

y_ecef_o = (Ne_o + hg_o)*cosd(lat_o)*sind(long_o);

z_ecef_o = ((Ne_o*(1-ex^2))+hg_o)*sind(lat_o);

P_ecef_o = [x_ecef_o y_ecef_o z_ecef_o];

%Rotation matrix is constant

R=[-sind(lat_o)*cosd(long_o), -sind(lat_o)*sind(long_o), cosd(lat_o);

-sind(long_o), cosd(long_o), 0;

-cosd(lat_o)*cosd(long_o), -cosd(lat_o)*sind(long_o), -sind(lat_o)];

P_ned=zeros(length(long),3);

for k= 1:(length(long))
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%Current point to ecef

long_k = long(k);

lat_k = lat(k);

hg_k = hg(k);

Ne_k = Rea/((1-((ex^2)*sind(lat_k)))^0.5);

x_ecef_k = (Ne_k + hg_k)*cosd(lat_k)*cosd(long_k);

y_ecef_k = (Ne_k + hg_k)*cosd(lat_k)*sind(long_k);

z_ecef_k = (Ne_k*(1-ex^2)+hg_k)*sind(lat_k);

P_ecef_k = [x_ecef_k y_ecef_k z_ecef_k];

%Current ecef point to ned

P_ned_k = R*(P_ecef_k’-P_ecef_o’);

%Save position

P_ned(k,1)= P_ned_k(1);%[m]

P_ned(k,2)= P_ned_k(2);%[m]

P_ned(k,3)= P_ned_k(3);%[m]

end

Linear simulation (Penguin)

Main script

%% PENGUIN LINEAR SIMULATION

% This script creates a LTI model for PENGUIN for one runcase by AVL

% (vortex lattice method) and simulate a desired maneuver.

% Coupled linear system:

% All are deviations from the trim condition!!.

% X=[u w q theta | v p r phi | x y z psi];

% U=[de dt | da dr];%+dt

% X_dot=[u_dot w_dot q_dot theta_dot v_dot p_dot r_dot phi_dot x_dot y_dot

% z_dot psi_dot];

% The runcase is defined by initial velocity and altitude (trim point) and

% the selection of the mode to excite in the maneuver simulation.

% The excitation of the modes is done by specifics control signals shapes:

% For Phugoid is used a conventional elevator pulse, for Short Period the

% DLR3211
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% elevator signal, Roll subsidence is excited by __|-|__,% all defined by a

% given amplitude and time and adapted for each maneuver.

% It is allowed to change the integration performance or by default

% (timestep for integration, total time).

% The decoupled modes characteristics are shown, and the simulation path for

% the desired maneuver, decoupled in longitudinal and lateral states nd

% controls are plotted.

% Throttle is constant in the simulation (not reliable)

% REQUIRED FILES:

% ’penguincfg.mat’ Config file with Inertia, Mass, and basic geometry

% (b, c, S).

% ’avl.exe’ Avl software.

% ’peng1_fuselage.avl’ 3D geometry file.

% ’peng2.mass’ Complete inertia file.

% ’Tailplane_NACA_0008.dat’ Tail foil geometry.

% ’Main_wing_MH32.dat’ Wing foil geometry.

% ’fuelage.dat’ Fuselage geometry.

% ’avl_de_trim.m’ Trim calculation interface.

% ’avl_matrices.m’ System matrices interface.

% ’integrate_rk4_linear.m’ Numerical method

clear all; close all; clc;

addpath(genpath(’.’))

format long;

fprintf(’## PENGUIN LINEAR SIMULATION ##\n \n’);

%% Aircraft data:

load(’penguincfg’,’Inertia’,’Mass’,’b’,’S’)

Ixx = Inertia(1); %kg m^2

Iyy = Inertia(2);

Izz = Inertia(3);

Ixz = Inertia(4); %%To estimate !!!

m = Mass; % [kg]

%Reference units

% b = b; % [m]

% S = S; % [m^2]

c = 0.27; % m

%% SIMULATION PARAMETERS

%STANDARD SIGNS CONVENTION

%(elevator down, flap down, rudder positive yaw, aileron negative roll)
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%Dimensions AVL:

%u,v,w = [m/s]

%p,q,r = [rad/s^2]

%phi,theta,psi = [rad]

%x,y,z = [m]

%de... deg

%Cxu... = [N]

V=input(’!! Type the Velocity to linearize around [m/s] or Enter to default:’);

if isempty(V)

V=21;

end

maneuver=input([’!! Select maneuver:’...

’\n 1 for Phugoid (de pulse)\n 2 for Short Period (de 3211)’...

’ \n 3 for Roll Subsidence (da pulse) \n 4 for Dutch Roll (dr doublet)’...

’\n or Enter for Trim simulation:’]) ;

if isempty(maneuver)

maneuver=0;

end

pulso=input([’!! Type the amplitude from trim for elevator[deg]’...

’ or Enter to default:’]);

if isempty(pulso)

pulso=5;

end

periodo=input([’!! Type the duration for elevator pulse [s] ’...

’or Enter to default: ’]);

if isempty(periodo)

periodo=1;

end

h=input(’!! Type the timestep for integration [s] or Enter to default: ’);

if isempty(h)

h=0.001;

end

totaltime=input(’!! Type the total time for maneuver [s] or Enter to default:’);

if isempty(totaltime)

totaltime=100;

end

alt=input([’!! Type the initial altitude [m] ’...

’or Enter to default:’]);

if isempty(alt)

alt=500;

end
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%% TOTAL INITIAL CONDITIONS:

% International standard atmosphere:

[~,~,~, rho_o] = atmosisa(alt);

rho=rho_o;

% Trim point calculation

theta_0=1;

dif=1;

n=1;

fprintf(’\n ## COMPUTING SIMMETRICAL TRIM POINT AROUND V = %d, H = %d ...\n’...

,V,alt);

while abs(dif)>0.001

disp1=[’Iteration:’,num2str(n)];

disp(disp1);

[de_0,alpha_0] = avl_de_trim(V,theta_0,rho_o); %[deg] %de is positive down

dif=theta_0-alpha_0;

theta_0=alpha_0;

n=n+1;

end

disp2=[’alpha_trim=’,num2str(alpha_0)];

disp3=[’elevator_trim=’,num2str(de_0)];

disp(disp2);

disp(disp3);

disp(’aileron_trim = 0’);

disp(’rudder_trim = 0’);

da_0=0;

dr_0=0;

dt_0=0;

X_o = [V V*tand(alpha_0) 0 alpha_0*pi/180 0 0 0 0 0 0 alt 0]’;

U_o = [de_0 dt_0 da_0 dr_0]’;

X_dot_o = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]’;

u_o = X_o(1);

w_o = X_o(2);

q_o = X_o(3);

theta_o= X_o(4);

v_o = X_o(5);

p_o = X_o(6);

r_o = X_o(7);

phi_o = X_o(8);

x_o = X_o(9);

y_o = X_o(10);

z_o = X_o(11);

psi_o = X_o(12);

fprintf([’\n INITIAL CONDITION: \n u_o = %d [m/s] \n w_o = %d [m/s]\n ’...
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’q_o = %d [rad/s]\n theta_0 = %d [rad]\n v_o = %d [m/s]\n p_o = %d ’...

’[rad/s]\n r_o = %d [rad/s]\n phi_o = %d [rad]\n\n’],...

u_o,w_o,q_o,theta_o,v_o,p_o,r_o,phi_o);

u_dot_o = X_dot_o(1);

w_dot_o = X_dot_o(2);

q_dot_o = X_dot_o(3);

theta_dot_o = X_dot_o(4);

v_dot_o = X_dot_o(5);

p_dot_o = X_dot_o(6);

r_dot_o = X_dot_o(7);

phi_dot_o = X_dot_o(8);

x_dot_o = X_dot_o(9);

y_dot_o = X_dot_o(10);

z_dot_o = X_dot_o(11);

psi_dot_o = X_dot_o(12);

% V_o=sqrt(u_o^2 + v_o^2 + w_o^2);

% alpha_o=atan(w_o/u_o);

% beta_o=atan(v_o/u_o);

%% Actual deviations from trim (X_1,U_1)

X=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]’;

U=[0 0 0 0]’; %Forced

X_dot=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]’;

%% Derivatives (A,B matrix) !! p,q,r adim.

fprintf(’\n ## COMPUTING A AND B MATRICES AROUND X_o...\n’);

[A,B] = avl_matrices(V,theta_0,rho_o); %[deg] %de is positive down

%% Decoupling:

%X_long=[u w q theta]; %U_long=[de dt];

X_o_long= X_o(1:4);

U_o_long=[U_o(3) 0]’;
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A_long=A((1:4),(1:4));

B_long=[B((1:4),3) zeros(4,1)];

%AVL dont take into account theta

A_long(1,4)=-9.81*cos(X_o(4));

A_long(2,4)=-9.81*sin(X_o(4));

X_long=X(1:4);

U_long=[U(3) 0]’;

X_dot_long=X_dot(1:4);

fprintf([’Decoupled Longitudinal System \n X_long=[u w q theta]’...

’ U_long=[de dt]\n A_long= \n’])

disp(A_long);

fprintf(’B_long= \n’);

disp(B_long);

%X_lat=[v p r phi]; %U_lat=[da dr];

X_o_lat= X_o(5:8);

U_o_lat=[U_o(2) U_o(4)]’;

A_lat=A((5:8),(5:8));

B_lat=B((5:8),[2,4]);

G=sec(X_o(4));

%AVL dont take into account theta

A_lat(1,4)=9.81*cos(X_o(4));

A_lat(4,3)=tan(X_o(4));

X_lat=X(5:8);

U_lat=[U(2) U(4)]’;

X_dot_lat=X_dot(5:8);

fprintf([’Decoupled Lateral System \n X_lat=[v p r phi] ’...

’U_lat=[da dr] \n A_lat= \n’])

disp(A_lat);

fprintf(’B_lat= \n’);

disp(B_lat);

%% Modes

fprintf(’\n \n LONGITUDINAL MODES: 2 SP, 2 P ’);

damp(A_long)

fprintf(’\n LATERAL MODES: 1 RS, 2 DR, 1 S’);

damp(A_lat) %(roll subsidence, dutch roll, spiral mode)
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%% INTEGRATION

% Controls and time

time=(0:h:totaltime);

ptos=(totaltime/h+1);

ti=0;

tf=h;

fprintf(’\n ## COMPUTING LONGITUDINAL MANEUVER:\n’)

%Controls

U_long_all=zeros(2,ptos);

if maneuver==1 %Phugoid

U = [zeros(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2))) (pulso).*ones(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

zeros(1,ptos-2*h*round(periodo/(h^2))+1)]’;

for k=1:ptos

U_long_all(1,k)=U(k);

end

plot(time,U(1:(ptos))’)

title(’Control signal: Elevator’)

xlabel(’time [s]’)

ylabel(’deflection [deg]’)

end

if maneuver==2 %Short period

U = [zeros(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

(pulso*0.8).*ones(1,h*round(periodo*0.9/(h^2)))...

(-pulso*1.2).*ones(1,h*round(0.6*periodo/(h^2)))...

(pulso*1.1).*ones(1,h*round(0.3*periodo/(h^2)))...

(-pulso*1.1).*ones(1,h*round(0.3*periodo/(h^2)))...

zeros(1,ptos-3.1*h*round((periodo/(h^2)))+1)]’;

for k=1:ptos

U_long_all(1,k)=U(k);

end

plot(time,U(1:(ptos))’)

title(’Control signal: Elevator’)

xlabel(’time [s]’)

ylabel(’deflection [deg]’)

end

%Initialize states

X_long_all=zeros(4,ptos);
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X_dot_long_all=zeros(4,ptos);

X_long_all(:,1)=X_long;

X_dot_long_all(:,1)=X_dot_long;

%Integration

for i=1:ptos-1

[~, X_1,X_dot_long] = integrate_rk4_linear(A_long, B_long ,...

X_long, U_long_all(:,i), [ti tf]);

X_dot_long_all(:,i)=X_dot_long;

X_long_all(:,i+1)=X_1;

X_long=X_1;

end

%LATERAL

fprintf(’\n ## COMPUTING LATERAL MANEUVER\n’)

%Controls

U_lat_all=zeros(2,ptos);

if maneuver==3 %Roll subsidence

U = [zeros(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2))) ...

(pulso).*ones(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

zeros(1,ptos-2*h*round(periodo/(h^2))+1)]’;

for k=1:ptos

U_lat_all(1,k)=U(k);

end

plot(time,U(1:(ptos))’)

title(’Control signal: Aileron’)

xlabel(’time [s]’)

ylabel(’deflection [deg]’)

end

if maneuver==4 %Dutch roll

U = [zeros(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

(pulso).*ones(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

(-pulso).*ones(1,h*round(periodo/(h^2)))...

zeros(1,ptos-3*h*round(periodo/(h^2))+1)]’;

for k=1:ptos

U_lat_all(2,k)=U(k);

end

plot(time,U(1:(ptos))’)

title(’Control signal: Rudder’)
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xlabel(’time [s]’)

ylabel(’deflection [deg]’)

end

%Initialize states

X_lat_all=zeros(4,ptos);

X_dot_lat_all=zeros(4,ptos);

X_lat_all(:,1)=X_lat;

X_dot_lat_all(:,1)=X_dot_lat;

%Integration

for i=1:ptos-1

[~, X_1,X_dot_lat] = integrate_rk4_linear...

(A_lat, B_lat , X_lat, U_lat_all(:,i), [ti tf]);

X_dot_lat_all(:,i)=X_dot_lat;

X_lat_all(:,i+1)=X_1;

X_lat=X_1;

end

%% Postprocessing total states

de=U_long_all(1,:)+(de_0);

dt=0.45*ones(1,ptos);

da=U_lat_all(1,:)+da_0;

dr=U_lat_all(2,:)+dr_0;

u=X_long_all(1,:)+u_o;

w=X_long_all(2,:)+w_o;

q=X_long_all(3,:)+q_o;

theta=X_long_all(4,:)+theta_o;

v=X_lat_all(1,:)+v_o;

p=X_lat_all(2,:)+p_o;

r=X_lat_all(3,:)+r_o;

phi=X_lat_all(4,:)+phi_o;

u_dot=X_dot_long_all(1,:)+u_dot_o;

w_dot=X_dot_long_all(2,:)+w_dot_o;

q_dot=X_dot_long_all(3,:)+q_dot_o;

theta_dot=(X_dot_long_all(4,:)+theta_dot_o);
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v_dot=X_dot_lat_all(1,:)+v_dot_o;

p_dot=X_dot_lat_all(2,:)+p_dot_o;

r_dot=X_dot_lat_all(3,:)+r_dot_o;

phi_dot=(X_dot_lat_all(4,:)+phi_dot_o);

figure(1)

title(’Longitudinal Path’)

subplot(6,1,1)

plot(time,de)

legend(’Total elevator [deg]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,2)

plot(time,dt)

legend(’Total throttle [-]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,3)

plot(time,u)

legend(’Total u [m/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,4)

plot(time,w)

legend(’Total w [m/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,5)

plot(time,q)

legend(’Total q [rad/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,6)

plot(time,theta)

legend(’Total theta [rad]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

figure(2)

title(’Lateral Path’)

subplot(6,1,1)

plot(time,da)

legend(’Total aileron [deg]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,2)

plot(time,dr)

legend(’Total rudder [deg]’);
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xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,3)

plot(time,v)

legend(’Total v [m/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,4)

plot(time,p)

legend(’Total p [m/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,5)

plot(time,r)

legend(’Total r [rad/s]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

subplot(6,1,6)

plot(time,phi)

legend(’Total phi [rad]’);

xlabel(’time [s]’)

savename=input([’!! Do you want to save the path? \n’...

’Type file name as ’ char(39) ’ NAME.mat ’ char(39)...

’ or Enter to avoid: \n’]);

if isempty(savename)

fprintf(’Data not saved \n \n END’);

else

save(savename,’de’,’dt’,’u’,’w’,’q’,’theta’,’da’,’dr’,...

’v’,’p’,’r’,’phi’,’time’)

fprintf(’Data saved as %s \n \n END’,savename);

end

Linear model functions

Trim function

function [de_0,alpha_0] = avl_de_trim(V,theta,rho)

% This function provides alpha [deg] to get a trim point

% and elevator [deg] to have zero

% pitch moment given the velocity [m/s], elevation angle [deg]

% and density [kg/m^3].

% The file ’trimintermediate.run’ is where the script writes the commands

% to run via console in avl.

% The file ’trimforces’ is where avl writes the outputs.
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% Is necessary to have avl.exe, peng1_fuselage.avl, and peng2.mass

% in the current folder.

tic

%% INPUT variables

% Define a base file name to save (inputs to avl)

basename = strcat(pwd,’\trimintermediate’);

% Executable avl

avlLocation = strcat(pwd,’\avl’);

%% Directory Preparation

% Purge Directory of interfering files [status,result]

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,basename,’.run’));

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,pwd,’trimforces’));

%% Create run file

% Open and create if do not exist the intermediate

% file with write permission

fid = fopen(strcat(basename,’.run’), ’w+’);

% Command to load the AVL geometry

fprintf(fid, ’LOAD %s\n’, strcat(’peng1_fuselage’,’.avl’));

% Load mass parameters

fprintf(fid, ’MASS %s\n’, strcat(’peng2’,’.mass’));

fprintf(fid, ’MSET\n’);

% Set to all runcases

fprintf(fid, ’%i\n’, 0);

% Disable Graphics

fprintf(fid, ’PLOP\ng\n\n’);

% Open the OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’OPER’);

%% Input V,controls, pqr, alpha, beta, phi, theta

% MODIFY PARAMETERS (b,e only used in trim condition)

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, rho);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);
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fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, V);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n\n’, theta);

% RUNCASE (constraints)

% Cl to have horizontal flight

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’,’C1’);

% Elevator to trim

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D8 PM 0’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D8 PM 0’);

%% Runcase and save outputs

% Run all Cases

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’xx’);

% Save forces file

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’w’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’trimforces’);

% %overwrite

% fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’y’);

%Drop out of OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’, ’’);

%Exit to avl Menu

fprintf(fid, ’\n’);

%Quit Program

fprintf(fid, ’Quit\n’);

%Close File

fclose(fid);

%% Execute Run

%Run AVL using console and pipe <

[~,~] = dos(strcat(avlLocation,’ < ’,basename,’.run’));

%Read elevator and alpha

fid = fopen(’trimforces’);%
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%% Read forces and moments

read = textread(’trimforces’,’%s’);

de_0 = str2double(read(148));

alpha_0 = str2double(read(51));

fclose(fid);

toc

end

Penguin trim points

Velocity α = θ [deg] Elevator deflection [deg] δe + α [deg] Required thrust [N]

16 12.44 -11.07 1.37 16

18 9.24 -7.49 1.75 13

20 7.00 -5.04 1.96 12

22 5.36 -3.30 2.06 13

24 4.12 -2.01 2.11 13

26 3.16 -1.03 2.13 14

28 2.41 -0.26 2.15 16

30 1.79 -0.34 2.13 17

32 1.30 -0.83 2.13 19

34 0.88 1.24 2.12 21

36 0.54 1.58 2.12 24

38 0.25 1.87 2.12 26

40 0.00 2.11 2.11 29

42 -0.21 2.32 2.11 32

Table 3: Penguin trim parameters
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Elektra trim points

Velocity α = θ [deg] Elevator deflection [deg] δe + α [deg] Required thrust [N]

15 19.92 -9.91 10.01 300

18 12.89 -6.64 6.25 163

20 9.97 -5.31 4.66 160

23 6.97 -3.73 3.24 168

25 5.54 -2.92 2.62 181

28 3.95 -1.96 1.99 207

30 3.14 -1.45 1.69 229

33 2.20 -0.83 1.37 268

35 1.70 -0.50 1.20 297

38 1.09 -0.09 1.00 345

40 0.76 0.14 0.90 381

43 0.35 0.43 0.78 439

45 0.12 0.59 0.71 480

Table 4: Elektra 1 Solar trim parameters

Matrices function

function [A,B] = avl_matrices(V,theta,rho)

% This function provides the Penguin matrices A and B for the coupled

% linear model around a simmetric and steady, wings level trim point at

% V [m/s], elevation [deg], and density [kg/m^3].

% A(12x12) !!X=[u w q theta v p r phi x y z psi];

% B(12x4) !!U=[df da de dr]; !!!Is not the convention for

% simulation

% The file ’intermediate.run’ is where the script writes the commands

% to run via console in avl.

% The file ’matrices’ is where avl writes the outputs (lineal model).

% Is necessary to have avl.exe, peng1_fuselage.avl, and peng2.mass

% in the current folder.

tic

%% INPUT variables

% Define a base file name to save (intermediate file)

basename = strcat(pwd,’\intermediate’);

% Location of avl

avlLocation = strcat(pwd,’\avl’);

%% Directory Preparation

% Purge Directory of interfering files [status,result]
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[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,basename,’.run’));

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del’,pwd,’\matrices’));

%% Create run file

% Open the file with write permission (fid = file id)

fid = fopen(strcat(basename,’.run’), ’w+’);

% Load the AVL definition of the aircraft

fprintf(fid, ’LOAD %s\n’, strcat(’peng1_fuselage’,’.avl’));

% Load mass parameters

fprintf(fid, ’MASS %s\n’, strcat(’peng2’,’.mass’));

fprintf(fid, ’MSET\n’);

% Set to all runcases

fprintf(fid, ’%i\n’, 0);

% Disable Graphics

fprintf(fid, ’PLOP\ng\n\n’);

% Open the OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’OPER’);

%% Input V,controls, pqr, alpha, beta, phi, theta

% MODIFY PARAMETERS (b,e only used in trim condition)

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, rho);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, V);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n\n’, theta);

% RUNCASE

% Alpha to have horizontal flight

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’,’C1’);

% Elevator to have no moment

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D8 PM 0’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D8 PM 0’);
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%% Runcase and save outputs

% Run all Cases

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’xx’);

%Drop out of OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’, ’’);

%Exit to avl Menu

fprintf(fid, ’\n’);

%Go to mode menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’mode’);

%Execute current mode and save

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’n’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’s’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’, ’matrices’);

%Quit Program

fprintf(fid, ’Quit\n’);

%Close File

fclose(fid);

%% Execute Run

%Run AVL using

[~,~] = dos(strcat(avlLocation,’ < ’,basename,’.run’));

%Open the output file

fid = fopen(’matrices’);%

%% Read matrices values

read = textread(’matrices’,’%s’);

A=zeros(12);

B=zeros(12,8);

for j = 0:11

for i = 1:12

A(j+1,i)=str2double(read(i+22+22*j));

end

for i = [1,3,7,8]
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B(j+1,i)=str2double(read(i+35+22*j));

end

end

B=B(:,[1,3,7,8])

fclose(fid);

toc

end

Linear Runge Kutta

function [t_1,X,X_dot] = integrate_rk4_linear(A, B , X, U, t)

%This function integrate states from x_dot and get the next states

t1 = t(1);

t2 = t(2);

N = 2;

h = (t2-t1) / N;

t = t1;

X_dot = A*X + B*U;

for jj=1:N

K1 = h * X_dot ;

K2 = h *(A*(X + K1/2)+ B*U) ;

K3 = h *(A*(X + K2/2)+ B*U) ;

K4 = h *(A*(X + K3/2)+ B*U) ;

X = X + (K1 + 2*K2 + 2*K3 + K4) / 6;

t_1 = t1 + t2*h;

end

end

Nonlinear simulation (Elektra)

Main Script

%% This script simulate a complete maneuver for Elektra via

% nonlinear EOM and AVL, and compares it with the actual analog

% maneuver of the flight test.

% The initial condition is from flight test tuned to get a trim point at

% the first in the simulation.

%%Input files:

% avl.exe MELN_fuselage.avl MELN.mass

% Real data postprocessed: ’DATA_SP2.mat’
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% Config file: e1cfg_FE1.mat

% TbE.m gps_vel_to_vel_N.m

% Functions: avl_de_trim.m avl_matlab_int.m Prop_FM.m

% integrate_rk4.m calc_f2.m

%%Check:

% Units !!AVL do not use inernational units

% Aircraft data with .avl .mass files

%%Output:

% Intermediate files for AVL interface

% Simulated states and forces timeseries

%% Initialize:

clear all; close all; clc;

addpath(genpath(’.’))

format long;

%% Aircraft data:

load(’e1cfg_FE1.mat’,’Inertia’,’Mass’,’S’,’b’)

disp(’## ELEKTRA NON LINEAR SIMULATION ##\n \n’)

%Inertia

Ixx = Inertia(1); %[kg m^2]

Iyy = Inertia(2);

Izz = Inertia(3);

Ixz = Inertia(4);

m = 318; %Mass; %[kg]

x_cg=1.54; % [m]

X_cg=[x_cg 0 0];

%Reference units

%b = 13; %[m]

%S = 10; %[m^2]

c = 0.81; %[m]

g=9.81; %[kg·m/s^2]

%% POSTPROCESSED FLIGHT TEST DATA by ’flight_test_analysis’

% P = phugoid maneuver with elevator pulse.

% SP = short period with elevator DLR3211.

% TV = thrust variation with throttle doublet.

% RS= roll subsidence with aileron pulse.
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% DR = dutch roll with rudder doublet.

% BTB = bank to bank with aileron DLR3211.

RealData=input([’!! Name of the real postprocessed data?:\n’...

’DATA_E1_P1...\n’]);

load(RealData,’maneuver’, ’time’, ’T’, ’dt’, ’l’, ’throttle’, ’rpm’...

,’omega’ ,’elevator’ ,’aileron’ ,’rudder’, ’elevator_fil’...

,’aileron_fil’ ,’rudder_fil’,’phi_m’, ’theta_m’ ,’psi_m’, ’p_m’, ’q_m’...

,’r_m’ ,’p_fil’, ’q_fil’, ’r_fil’,’p_dot_m’ ,’q_dot_m’ ,’r_dot_m’...

,’u_m’, ’v_m’ ,’w_m’ ,’ax_m’ ,’ay_m’, ’az_m’ ,’ax_fil’, ’ay_fil’...

,’az_fil’ ,’h_g’ ,’x_N’ ,’y_E’ ,’z_D’, ’u_g’, ’v_g’, ’w_g’, ’u_dot_g’...

,’v_dot_g’ ,’w_dot_g’, ’h_a’ ,’TAS’ ,’V_a’, ’u_wind’ ,’alpha’, ’beta’...

,’Fx_m’ ,’Fy_m’ ,’Fz_m’, ’Fx_g’ ,’Fy_g’ ,’Fz_g’, ’Ml_m’, ’Mm_m’, ’Mn_m’,...

’p_dot_fil’,’q_dot_fil’,’r_dot_fil’ );

fprintf(’\n ## Loading %s real data to validate results...\n’,RealData)

fprintf(’Maneuver time: %7.2f [min]\n \n ’,T/60)

[~,~,~,rho] = atmosisa(h_a(1)); %[kg/m^3]

%rho=1.225*1.3;

%% CONSTANT WIND ESTIMATION FROM FLIGHT TEST:

if abs(mean(u_g-TAS))>5

U_wind=mean(u_wind);

fprintf(’# Constant wind in Xb direction assumed: %4.2f [m/s]. \n’,U_wind);

u_wind=(u_g-TAS);

for vv=1:length(u_wind)

u_w_NED(:,vv)=TEb(theta_m(vv),phi_m(vv),psi_m(vv))*[u_wind(vv) 0 0]’

end

u_wind=U_wind.*ones(1,l); %[m/s]

v_wind=zeros(1,l);

w_wind=zeros(1,l);

else

fprintf(’# No wind assumed. \n’);

u_wind=zeros(1,l);

v_wind=zeros(1,l);

w_wind=zeros(1,l);

end

figure(1)

plot(time,u_g,’g’,time,TAS,’b’)

legend(’Ground velocity’,’True airspeed’);

title(’Real data’);
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%% CONTROLS

%elevator = elevator; %[deg]

%rudder = rudder; %[deg]

%aileron = aileron; %[deg]

%throttle = throttle; %[0-1]

%%SYNTHETIC CONTROLS (TRIM OFFSET)

%Trim point offset

theta_0=1;

dif=1;

n=1;

fprintf(’\n \n \n ## COMPUTING THE TRIM POINT...’);

while abs(dif)>0.01

disp1=[’Iteration:’,num2str(n)];

disp(disp1);

[de_0,alpha_0] = avl_de_trim(V_a(1),theta_0,rho); %[deg]

dif=theta_0-alpha_0;

theta_0=alpha_0;

n=n+1;

end

fprintf(’alpha_trim= %4.2f [deg]’,alpha_0)

fprintf(’elevator_trim= %4.2f [deg]’,de_0)

fprintf(’\n #Synthetic elevator: Trim condition + Real flight control.’);

%####CHANGE MANUALLY IF SO NOISY####

% Complete synthetic controls

%%%%de1 = (de_0).*ones(1,l)+ (180/pi).*[zeros(1,300) -0.1.*ones(1,100)...

% 0.05.*ones(1,70) -0.025.*ones(1,30) 0.02.*ones(1,30) zeros(1,(l-530))];

% [f1,f2]=butter(3,1/(50/2));% Cut freq Hz

% de = filter(f1,f2,de1-(de_0*ones(1,l)));

% de2 =de+(de_0*ones(1,l));

% de=de2;

%%%de=de1;

% plot(time,de,time,-elevator*180/pi)

%Semi-synthetic control
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de = (elevator’+(-elevator(1)+de_0).*ones(1,l));

dr = 0*ones(1,l); %[deg]

da = 0*ones(1,l); %[deg]

dth = throttle; %0.68*ones(1,l); %[0-1]

figure(4)

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(time,de,’b’,time,elevator,’r’)

legend(’Elevator to simulation [deg]’,’Real’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(time,da,’b’,time,aileron,’r’)

legend(’Aileron to simulation [deg]’,’Real’)

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(time,dr,’b’,time,rudder,’r’)

legend(’Rudder to simulation [deg]’,’Real’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(time,dth,’b’,time,throttle,’r’)

legend(’Throttle to simulation [0-1]’,’Real’)

%% INITIALIZATION: TIME SIM, STATES (15)

fprintf(’\n # Logged timestep: dt= %4.4’,dt)

simulationtime=input([’!! Chose timestep as in logged data?\n’...

’Enter or type simulation timestep\n’ ’multiple of dt\n’]);

if isempty(simulationtime)

dts=dt;

else

dts=simulationtime;
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end

ti = 0;

tf = dts;

%%INITIAL CONDITION

u_0 = u_g(1); %[m/s]

v_0 = 0; %[m/s]

w_0 = tand(alpha_0)*u_0;% # TRIM # %[m/s]

p_0 = 0; %[rad/s]

q_0 = 0; %[rad/s]

r_0 = 0; %[rad/s]

phi_0 = 0; %[rad]

theta_0 =alpha_0*pi/180;% # TRIM # %[rad]

psi_0 = mean(psi_m); %[rad]

h_0 = h_a(1); %[m]

x_0 = x_N(1); %[m]

y_0 = y_E(1); %[m]

z_0 = z_D(1); %[m]

V_a_0 = TAS(1); %[m/s]

omega_0 = omega(1); %[rad/s]

%%States initialization

U_k_k_avl = zeros(6,l);%Forces and moments in body

x_k_k = zeros(15,l); %States for integration

U_k_k_prop = zeros(6,l);%PROP forces and moments in body

U_k_k_mass = zeros(6,l);%Mass forces and moments in body

%Initial states

x_k = [u_0 v_0 w_0 p_0 q_0 r_0 phi_0 theta_0 psi_0 h_0 x_0...

y_0 z_0 V_a_0 omega_0]; % temp states

fprintf(’\n # INITIAL STATES’);

disp(’ Va[m/s] u[m/s] w[m/s] q[rad/s] theta[rad] h[m] rev[rad/s] ’);

longstates=[num2str(x_k(14)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(1))...

’ ’ num2str(x_k(3)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(5))...

’ ’ num2str(x_k(8)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(10)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(15))];

disp(longstates);
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%% SIMULATION CONFIGURATION: ########

%%% Description of the simulation %%%:

%%Longitudinal movement, trimmed first, synthetic control to P long and trim.

% de to trim point with avl_de_trim, and phugoid - from test

% da from test

% dr from test

% dth (fligth test)

% u_wind(k) (fligth test) to fit TAS

% v_wind(k) 0

% w_wind(k) 0

% u_0 (fligth test)

% v_0 0

% w_0 =get alpha trimm

% p_0 0

% q_0 0

% r_0 0

% phi_0 0

% theta_0 =alpha_trim

% psi_0 (fligth test)

% h_0 (fligth test)

% x_0 (fligth test)

% y_0 (fligth test)

% z_0 (fligth test)

% V_a_0 (fligth test)

% omega_0 (fligth test)

% alpha_0 To trim

% beta_0 0

% Cdp AVL 0.03

% Mprop = 0;
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plot(elevator)

k_initio=input(’t inicio maniobra’)/dt;

%Initializing integration

alpha_int_avl=alpha_0;

beta_int_avl=0;

pp=(dts/dt)-1;

for k = k_initio:(dts/dt):(l-pp) %Only simulated one each dts/dt points.

fprintf(’# Point %d of %d.\n’,k,l);

% Compute data for avl and propulsion in proper units:

p_int_avl = (x_k(4)*b)/(2*x_k(14)); %[-]

q_int_avl = (x_k(5)*c)/(2*x_k(14)); %[-]

r_int_avl = (x_k(6)*b)/(2*x_k(14)); %[-]

omega_int= x_k(15); %[rad/s]

phi_int_avl= x_k(7)*180/pi; %[deg]

theta_int_avl= x_k(8)*180/pi; %[deg]

% Get forces and moments coefficients:

[U_k_avl] = avl_matlab_int(de(k),da(k),dr(k),x_k(14),alpha_int_avl,...

beta_int_avl,p_int_avl,q_int_avl,r_int_avl,theta_int_avl,rho);

% Dimensional forces and moments in body axes:

U_k_avl(1)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S)*U_k_avl(1); %[N]

U_k_avl(2)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S)*U_k_avl(2); %[N]

U_k_avl(3)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S)*U_k_avl(3); %[N]

U_k_avl(4)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S*b)*U_k_avl(4); %[N·m]
U_k_avl(5)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S*c)*U_k_avl(5); %[N·m]
U_k_avl(6)=(0.5*rho*(x_k(14)^2)*S*b)*U_k_avl(6); %[N·m]

% States to Propulsion model to get forces and moments in body:

[F_prop,M_prop,omega_int_1] = Prop_FM(x_k(14),omega_int,dth(k),rho,dts);

%U_k_prop =[F_prop M_prop]; %[N] and [N·m]
U_k_prop =[F_prop 0 0 0]; %[N] and [N·m]
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%Constant thrust 200 to TRIM, constant rpm

% U_k_prop =[200 0 0 0 0 0];

% omega_int_1=x_k(15);

%% INTEGRATION of EOM to get next states from 1-13 (x_k_1)(mass force inside):

[~, x_k_1] = integrate_rk4(@calc_f2, x_k,[U_k_avl U_k_prop], [ti tf]);

% Refresh aero and propeller velocity

x_k_1(14)= (x_k_1(1)+u_wind(k+1)); %[m/s]####

x_k_1(15)=omega_int_1; %[rad/s]

alpha_int_avl=atan(x_k_1(3)/x_k_1(14))*180/pi;

%[deg] alpha_int_avl=atan((x_k(3)+w_wind(k))/(x_k(1)+u_wind(k)))*180/pi;

beta_int_avl = 0; %[deg]%

atan((x_k(2)+v_wind(k))/(x_k(1)+u_wind(k)))*180/pi;

%Save states (x_0 not saved in x_k_k) and refresh current states:

for s=0:(pp) %Save states and copy in the next non simulated points

x_k_k(:,k+s) = x_k_1’;

U_k_k_avl(:,k+s) = U_k_avl’;

U_k_k_prop(:,k+s)= U_k_prop’;

end

%Refresh states

x_k = x_k_1;

%Advertisement in V

if abs(x_k(14))>50

advise=’La velocidad aerodinámica excede el lı́mite de 50 m/s’;

h = errordlg(advise);

else end

disp(’ Va[m/s] u[m/s] v[m/s] w[m/s] q[rad/s] theta[rad]...

h[m] rev[rad/s] ’);

longstates=[num2str(x_k(14)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(1)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(2)) ’...

’ num2str(x_k(3)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(5)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(8)) ’...

’ num2str(x_k(10)) ’ ’ num2str(x_k(15))];

disp(longstates);

end
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%% POSTPROCESSING

u_avl = x_k_k(1,:);%[%m/s]

v_avl = x_k_k(2,:);

w_avl = x_k_k(3,:);

p_avl = x_k_k(4,:); %[rad/s]

q_avl = x_k_k(5,:);

r_avl = x_k_k(6,:);

phi_avl = x_k_k(7,:); %[rad]

theta_avl = x_k_k(8,:);

psi_avl = x_k_k(9,:);

h_avl = x_k_k(10,:);

x_avl = x_k_k(11,:);

y_avl = x_k_k(12,:);

z_avl = x_k_k(13,:);

V_a_avl = x_k_k(14,:);

sigma_avl = x_k_k(15,:);%[rad/s]

alpha_int_avl = atan(x_k_k(3,:)./x_k_k(14,:)).*(180/pi); %[deg]

beta_int_avl = atan(x_k_k(2,:)./x_k_k(14,:)).*(180/pi); %[deg]

%Forces and moments: AVL+PROPULSION+MASS

Fmass_x = - (m*9.81).*sin(theta_avl);

Fmass_y = + (m*9.81).*cos(theta_avl).*sin(phi_avl);
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Fmass_z = + (m*9.81).*cos(theta_avl).*cos(phi_avl);

U_k_k_mass = [Fmass_x’ Fmass_y’ Fmass_z’ zeros(length(Fmass_x),1)...

zeros(length(Fmass_x),1) zeros(length(Fmass_x),1)]’;

fx_avl = U_k_k_avl(1,:) + U_k_k_prop(1,:) + U_k_k_mass(1,:);

fy_avl = U_k_k_avl(2,:) + U_k_k_prop(2,:)+ U_k_k_mass(2,:);

fz_avl = U_k_k_avl(3,:) + U_k_k_prop(3,:)+ U_k_k_mass(3,:);

Ml_avl = U_k_k_avl(4,:) + U_k_k_prop(4,:)+ U_k_k_mass(4,:);

Mm_avl = U_k_k_avl(5,:) + U_k_k_prop(5,:)+ U_k_k_mass(5,:);

Mn_avl = U_k_k_avl(6,:) + U_k_k_prop(6,:)+ U_k_k_mass(6,:);

%% Graphics

% time = 0:dt:dt*(length(u_avl)-1);

% delay= 0.2; %delay from actuators in real flight

%% Controls

%Controls

figure(1)

subplot(4,1,1)

plot(time,de,’r’,time,elevator,’b’)

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’deg’)

legend(’synthetic elevator signal’,’FT elevator’)

subplot(4,1,2)

plot(time,da,’r’,time,aileron,’b’)

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’deg’)

legend(’aileron’)

subplot(4,1,3)

plot(time,dr,’r’,time,rudder,’b’)

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’deg’)

legend(’rudder’)

subplot(4,1,4)

plot(time,dth,’r’)

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’-’)

legend(’throttle’)

%% States
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% VELOCITIES

figure(2)

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(time,u_avl ,’r’,time,u_g,’b’) %(1:k)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’u (m/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(time,v_avl ,’r’,time,v_g,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’v (m/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,3)

plot(time,w_avl ,’r’,time,w_g,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’w (m/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

%ANGULAR VELOCITIES

% Angular rates

figure(3)

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(time,p_avl ,’r’,time,p_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’p (rad/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(time,q_avl ,’r’,time,q_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’q (rad/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,3)

plot(time,r_avl ,’r’,time,r_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);
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title(’r (rad/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

% EULER ANGLES

figure(4)

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(time,phi_avl ,’r’,time,phi_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’phi (rad)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(time,theta_avl ,’r’,time,theta_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’theta (rad)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(3,1,3)

plot(time,psi_avl ,’r’,time,psi_m,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’psi (rad)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

% %% POSITION NED AND ATTITUDE

%% The next code is to plot the simulated maneuver and the body

% axes direction throught the path

% xb=zeros(3,l);

% yb=zeros(3,l);

% zb=zeros(3,l);

% for k=1:l

% phi=phi_m(k);

% theta=theta_m(k);

% psi=psi_m(k);

% %Body axes in NED

% xb(:,k)=(TbE(theta,phi,psi)’)*([50 0 0]’);

% yb(:,k)=(TbE(theta,phi,psi)’)*([0 50 0]’);

% zb(:,k)=(TbE(theta,phi,psi)’)*([0 0 5]’);

% end

% xb1=xb(1,:);

% xb2=xb(2,:);
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% xb3=xb(3,:);

% yb1=yb(1,:);

% yb2=yb(2,:);

% yb3=yb(3,:);

% zb1=zb(1,:);

% zb2=zb(2,:);

% zb3=zb(3,:);

% figure(5)

%

% for k=1:1000:l

% % plot3(x_N(k),y_E(k),-z_D(k),’b’,x_N(1),y_E(1),-z_D(1),’*’);

% % xlabel(’Geodesic North’);

% % ylabel(’East’);

% % zlabel(’-Down’);

% % legend(’GPS position in NED frame [m]’,’initial point’);

% % grid on;

% hold on

% quiver3(x_N(k),y_E(k),-z_D(k),xb1(k),xb2(k),-xb3(k),’g’);

% hold on

% quiver3(x_N(k),y_E(k),-z_D(k),yb1(k),yb2(k),-yb3(k),’y’);

% hold on

% quiver3(x_N(k),y_E(k),-z_D(k),-zb1(k),-zb2(k),-zb3(k),’b’);

% legend(’xbody’,’ybody’,’zbody’)

% xlabel(’Geodesic North’);

% ylabel(’East’);

% zlabel(’-Down’);

% view(45,-45);

% hold on

% %hold off;

% end

% figure(5)

% plot3(x_N(1:(k)),y_E(1:(k)),-z_D(1:(k)),’b’,x_N(1),y_E(1),-z_D(1),’*’,x_avl,y_avl,-z_avl,’r’);

% xlabel(’Geodesic North’);

% ylabel(’East’);

% zlabel(’-Down’);

% legend(’GPS position in NED frame [m]’,’initial point’,’Avl+int position’);

% grid on;

figure(5)

plot3(x_N,y_E,-z_D,’b’,x_N(1),y_E(1),-z_D(1),’*’,x_avl ,y_avl ,-z_avl ,’r’);

xlabel(’Geodesic North’);

ylabel(’East’);
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zlabel(’-Down’);

legend(’GPS position in NED frame [m]’,’initial point’,’Avl+int position’);

grid on;

%AERODATA

figure(6)

subplot(4,1,1)

plot(time,V_a_avl ,’r’,time,V_a,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’V_a (m/s)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(4,1,2)

plot(time,alpha_int_avl ,’r’,time,alpha*180/pi,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’Alpha (deg)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(4,1,3)

plot(time,beta_int_avl ,’r’,time,beta*180/pi,’b’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’Beta (deg)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT’)

subplot(4,1,4)

plot(time,h_avl ,’r’,time,h_a,’b’,time,h_a(1),’g’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’h (m)’)

legend(’int+avl’,’FT imu’,’FT gps’)

%% Forces and Moments

%Forces

figure(7)

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(time,Fx_m,’b’,time,fx_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);
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title(’fx [N]’)

legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(time,Fy_m,’b’,time,fy_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’fy’)

legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

subplot(3,1,3)

plot(time,Fz_m,’b’,time,fz_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’fz’)

legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

%Moments

figure(8)

subplot(3,1,1)

plot(time,Ml_m,’b’,time,Ml_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’Mx [N·m]’)
legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

subplot(3,1,2)

plot(time,Mm_m,’b’,time,Mm_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’My’)

legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

subplot(3,1,3)

plot(time,Mn_m,’b’,time,Mn_avl ,’r’)

xlabel(’time [s]’);

xlim([0 k*dt]);

title(’Mz’)

legend(’FT’,’int+avl’)

%save(’SP2_SIMULATION_rho1_5.mat’)
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Functions

Trim function

function [de_0,alpha_0] = avl_de_trim(V,theta,rho)

% This function provides alpha to have trim point and elevator to have zero

% pitch moment

tic

%TRIMINTERMEDIATE

%TRIMFORCES

%% INPUT variables

%filename = ’C:\Users\Cristina\Desktop\TFG\Current_Work\...

ELEKTRA1\ELEKTRA_SIMULATION\MELN_TM_pendel_NP’;

% Define a base file name to save (intermediate file)

basename = strcat(pwd,’\trimintermediate’);

% Location of avl

avlLocation = strcat(pwd,’\avl’);

%% Directory Preparation

% Purge Directory of interfering files [status,result]

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,basename,’.run’));

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,pwd,’\trimforces’));

%% Create run file

% Open the file with write permission (fid = file id)

fid = fopen(strcat(basename,’.run’), ’w+’);

% Load the AVL definition of the aircraft

fprintf(fid, ’LOAD %s\n’, strcat(’MELN_fuselage’,’.avl’));

% Load mass parameters

fprintf(fid, ’MASS %s\n’, strcat(’MELN’,’.mass’));

fprintf(fid, ’MSET\n’);

% Set to all runcases

fprintf(fid, ’%i\n’, 0);

% Disable Graphics

fprintf(fid, ’PLOP\ng\n\n’);

% Open the OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’OPER’);

%% Input V,controls, pqr, alpha, beta, phi, theta

% MODIFY PARAMETERS (b,e only used in trim condition)
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% Change velocity

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, rho);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, V);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, 318*cosd(theta));

%Elevation

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n\n’, theta);

% RUNCASE

% Alpha to have horizontal flight

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’,’C1’);

% Elevator to have no moment

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D3 PM 0’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’,’D3 PM 0’);

%% Runcase and save outputs

% Run all Cases

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’xx’);

% Save forces

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’w’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’trimforces’);

% %overwrite

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’y’);

%Drop out of OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’, ’’);
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%Exit to avl Menu

fprintf(fid, ’\n’);

%Quit Program

fprintf(fid, ’Quit\n’);

%Close File

fclose(fid);

%% Execute Run

%Run AVL using

[~,~] = dos(strcat(avlLocation,’ < ’,basename,’.run’));

%Read elevator and alpha

fid = fopen(’trimforces’);%

%% Read forces and moments

read = textread(’trimforces’,’%s’);

de_0 = str2double(read(136));

alpha_0 = str2double(read(54));

fclose(fid);

toc

end

AVL interface

function [U_k] = avl_matlab_int(de,da,dr,V,alpha,beta,p,q,r,theta,rho)

%INTERMEDIATE

%RUNCASE

%FORCES

tic

% de=5;

% da=0;

% dr=0;

% alpha=5;

% beta=0;

% theta=0;

% p=0.01;

% q=0.01;

% r=0.01;

% V=30;

% rho=1.2;
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%% INPUT variables

%filename = ’C:\Users\Cristina\Desktop\TFG\Current_Work\ELEKTRA1\...

ELEKTRA_SIMULATION\MELN_TM_pendel_NP’;

% Define a base file name to save (intermediate file)

basename = strcat(pwd,’\Intermediate’);

% Location of avl

avlLocation = strcat(pwd,’\avl’);

%% Directory Preparation

% Purge Directory of interfering files [status,result]

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,basename,’.run’));

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,pwd,’\forces’));

[~,~] =dos(strcat(’del ’,pwd,’\runcase.run’));

%% Create run file

% Open the file with write permission (fid = file id)

fid = fopen(strcat(basename,’.run’), ’w+’);

% Load the AVL definition of the aircraft

fprintf(fid, ’LOAD %s\n’, strcat(’MELN_fuselage’,’.avl’));

% Load mass parameters

fprintf(fid, ’MASS %s\n’, strcat(’MELN’,’.mass’));

fprintf(fid, ’MSET\n’);

% Set to all runcases

fprintf(fid, ’%i\n’, 0);

% Disable Graphics

fprintf(fid, ’PLOP\ng\n\n’);

% Open the OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’OPER’);

%% Input V,controls, pqr, alpha, beta, phi, theta

% MODIFY PARAMETERS (b,e only used in trim condition)

% Change velocity

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’m’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’d’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, rho);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’v’);
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fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, V);

% %Bank

% fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’B’);

% fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’B’);

% fprintf(fid, ’%f\n’, phi);

%Elevation

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’E’);

fprintf(fid, ’%f\n\n’, theta);

% RUNCASE

% change elevator

fprintf(fid, ’D3 %6.4f\n’,de);

fprintf(fid, ’D3 %6.4f\n’,de);

% change rudder

fprintf(fid, ’D4 %6.4f\n’,dr);

fprintf(fid, ’D4 %6.4f\n’,dr);

% change aileron

fprintf(fid, ’D2 %6.4f\n’,da);

fprintf(fid, ’D2 %6.4f\n’,da);

% change angle of attach

fprintf(fid, ’A %6.4f\n’,alpha);

fprintf(fid, ’A %6.4f\n’,alpha);

% change angle of sideslip

fprintf(fid, ’B %6.4f\n’,beta);

fprintf(fid, ’B %6.4f\n’,beta);

% change in roll

fprintf(fid, ’R %6.4f\n’,p);

fprintf(fid, ’R %6.4f\n’,p);

% change in pitch

fprintf(fid, ’P %6.4f\n’,q);

fprintf(fid, ’P %6.4f\n’,q);

% change in yaw
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fprintf(fid, ’Y %6.4f\n’,r);

fprintf(fid, ’Y %6.4f\n’,r);

%% Runcase and save outputs

% Run all Cases

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’xx’);

% Save the run case

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’s’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s%s\n’,’runcase’,’.run’);

% Overwrite

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’y’);

% Save forces

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’w’);

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’forces’);

%overwrite

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, ’y’);

%Drop out of OPER menu

fprintf(fid, ’%s\n\n’, ’’);

%Exit to avl Menu

fprintf(fid, ’\n’);

%Quit Program

fprintf(fid, ’Quit\n’);

%Close File

fclose(fid);

%% Execute Run

%Run AVL using

[~,~] = dos(strcat(avlLocation,’ < ’,basename,’.run’));

%Read forces file

fid = fopen(’forces’);%

%% Read forces and moments

read = textread(’forces’,’%s’);

Cx_avl = str2double(read(78));

Cy_avl = str2double(read(87));

Cz_avl = str2double(read(93));
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Cl_avl = str2double(read(81));

Cm_avl = str2double(read(90));

Cn_avl = str2double(read(96));

U_k = [Cx_avl Cy_avl Cz_avl Cl_avl Cm_avl Cn_avl];

fclose(fid);

toc

end

Runge Kutta integrator

function [t,w] = integrate_rk4(fn, xin, uin, t)

%This function integrate states from fn (calc_f2) and get the next states

%via Runge Kutta Fourth order.

aa = t(1);

bb = t(2);

w = xin;

N = 2;

h = (bb-aa) / N;

t = aa;

for jj=1:N

K1 = h * fn(t, w, uin); %Call fn = calc_f2 = x_dot

K2 = h * fn(t + (h/2), w + K1/2, uin);

K3 = h * fn(t+(h/2), w+K2/2, uin);

K4 = h * fn(t+h, w+K3, uin);

w = w + (K1 + 2*K2 + 2*K3 + K4) / 6;

t = aa + jj*h;

end

end

Finite differences

function x_dot = Finite_dif(x,dt)

%This function give the derivate from x using forward,

%central and backward differenciation.

x_dot = zeros(1,length(x));

for i = 1:(length(x))

if (i == 1)
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% Forward differentiation:

x_dot(i) = (x(i+1) - x(i))/(dt);

elseif (i == length(x))

% Backward differentiation:

x_dot(i) = (x(i) - x(i-1))/(dt);

else

% Central differentiation:

x_dot(i) = (x(i+1) - x(i-1))/(2*dt);

end

end

Equations of motion

function Xdot = calc_f2(t, X, U)

% This function use the forces and moments U

% (Aerodynamics and propulsion) to reconstruct the equations

% of motion or derived variables.

n = length(X);

Xdot = zeros(1,n);

u = X(1);

v = X(2);

w = X(3);

p = X(4);

q = X(5);

r = X(6);

phi = X(7);

theta = X(8);

psi = X(9);

h = X(10);

x = X(11);

y = X(12);

z = X(13);

%Without mass force

Fx = U(1) + U(7);

Fy = U(2) + U(8);

Fz = U(3) + U(9);

Ml = U(4) + U(10);

Mm = U(5) + U(11);

Mn = U(6) + U(12);

% coefficients for pdot, qdot and rdot
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C11 = Ixz*(Izz+Ixx-Iyy)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2);

C12 = (Izz*(Iyy-Izz)-Ixz^2)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2);

C13 = 0;

%C14 = Ixz/Ixx;

C21 = (Izz-Ixx)/Iyy;

C22 = Ixz/Iyy;

C23 = 0;

C31 = (Ixx*(Ixx-Iyy)+Ixz^2)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2);

C32 = (Ixz*(Iyy-Izz-Ixx))/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2);

C33 = 0;

%C34 = Ixz/Izz;

% u_dot, v_dot, w_dot:

Xdot(1) = Fx/m-g*sin(theta)+r*v-q*w; %[checked]

Xdot(2) = Fy/m+g*cos(theta)*sin(phi)+p*w-r*u; %[checked]

Xdot(3) = Fz/m+g*cos(theta)*cos(phi)+q*u-p*v; %[checked]

% p_dot, q_dot, r_dot:

Xdot(4) = p*q*C11 + q*r*C12 + q*C13 + (Ml*Izz)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2) + ...

(Mn*Ixz)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2); %[checked]

Xdot(5) = p*r*C21 + (r^2-p^2)*C22 - r*C23 + Mm/Iyy; %[checked]

Xdot(6) = p*q*C31 + q*r*C32 + q*C33 + (Mn*Ixx)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2) + ...

(Ml*Ixz)/(Ixx*Izz-Ixz^2); %[checked]

% phi_dot, theta_dot, psi_dot: (NED)

Xdot(7) = p + q*sin(phi)*tan(theta) + r*cos(phi)*tan(theta); %[checked]

Xdot(8) = q*cos(phi) - r*sin(phi); %[checked]

Xdot(9) = q*sin(phi)/cos(theta) + r*cos(phi)/cos(theta); %[checked]

% h_dot, x_dot, y_dot, z_dot: (NED)

Xdot(11)= (cos(theta)*cos(psi))*u + (-cos(phi)*sin(psi)+...

sin(phi)*sin(theta)*cos(psi))*v...

+ ( sin(phi)*sin(psi)+cos(phi)*sin(theta)*cos(psi))*w; %[checked]

Xdot(12)= (cos(theta)*sin(psi))*u + ( cos(phi)*cos(psi)+...

sin(phi)*sin(theta)*sin(psi))*v...

+ (-sin(phi)*cos(psi)+cos(phi)*sin(theta)*sin(psi))*w; %[checked]

Xdot(13)= (-sin(theta))*u + (sin(phi)*cos(theta))*v + ...

(cos(phi)*cos(theta))*w; %[checked]

Xdot(10)= -Xdot(13);

end

Rotation matrix

function R = TEb(theta,phi,psi)
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%% This function creates the traspose matrix to body axis.

% Change degrees or radians

% R_phi = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(phi) sind(phi) ; 0 -sind(phi) cosd(phi)];

% R_theta = [cosd(theta) 0 -sind(theta) ; 0 1 0 ; sind(theta) 0 cosd(theta)];

% R_psi = [cosd(psi) sind(psi) 0 ; -sind(psi) cosd(psi) 0 ; 0 0 1];

R_phi = [1 0 0 ; 0 cos(phi) sin(phi) ; 0 -sin(phi) cos(phi)];

R_theta = [cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta) ; 0 1 0 ; sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)];

R_psi = [cos(psi) sin(psi) 0 ; -sin(psi) cos(psi) 0 ; 0 0 1];

%R = R_phi*R_theta*R_psi;

R = R_psi’*R_theta’*R_phi’;

end

function R = TbE(theta,phi,psi)

%% This function creates the traspose matrix to body axis. Change degrees or radians

% R_phi = [1 0 0 ; 0 cosd(phi) sind(phi) ; 0 -sind(phi) cosd(phi)];

% R_theta = [cosd(theta) 0 -sind(theta) ; 0 1 0 ; sind(theta) 0 cosd(theta)];

% R_psi = [cosd(psi) sind(psi) 0 ; -sind(psi) cosd(psi) 0 ; 0 0 1];

R_phi = [1 0 0 ; 0 cos(phi) sin(phi) ; 0 -sin(phi) cos(phi)];

R_theta = [cos(theta) 0 -sin(theta) ; 0 1 0 ; sin(theta) 0 cos(theta)];

R_psi = [cos(psi) sin(psi) 0 ; -sin(psi) cos(psi) 0 ; 0 0 1];

R = R_phi*R_theta*R_psi;

% R = R_psi’*R_theta’*R_phi’;

end
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